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BRUNEi

LAOS

mALAySiA

myANmAR

PhiLiPPiNES

Pre-matchmaking Process
1. Registration: Submit your application via Link: http://naver.me/5xi7rF7Y or Contact: (02-725-2626, 070-4163-4392)
2. Scheduling Meetings: Request for meetings with the startups you’re interested in meeting by 11.18. 12:00PM
3. At the event: Please confirm your pre-matched meeting with the help desk staff at GCCEI Giga Hall (1st floor)

On-Site matchmaking Process
1. Registration: Request for meetings with the startups you’re interested in meeting at the help desk located in GCCEI
Giga Hall (1st floor)
2. The staff will check the availability for your meeting and schedule you on the time table on site
3. Please be back at the help desk at least 5 minutes before your scheduled meeting

ViETNAm

2019 ASEAN-KOREA START UP WEEK

BRUNEi

BEEP digital Solutions
Digital merchant and ewallet provider

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2017

AddRESS
Unit 9, Level 2,
iCentre, Block B28, Spg 32-37
Kg Anggerel Desa,
BB3713

mEmBERS
11

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
RiZAL ALi_CSMO.FOUNDER
Chartered QS,
Level 1 Cybersecurity

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
4 SHAREHOLDERS

100%

dENNy mUSLim_CSPO.
FOUNDER
3 years Brunei Economic
Development Board FDI Unit
JEFFRi SAid_CEO

18 years experience in
transactional banking
and securities

Beep Plus+ is the 1st digital product by Beep Digital Solutions and is already in the market since May
2019. Beep (Brunei Easy Electronic Payment) , an ewallet is the 2nd product that Beep Digital Solutions

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2018

Self

Seed

TOTAL hAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy
REVENUE 2019

100K ND

Generated 200KBND sales since May 2019
(start of operations)

aims to provide in Q1 2020. We also aim to go regional working with our foreign ewallets and merchant
providers to capture the digital payment market.

market analysis
and target
customers

Brunei Darussalam retail market is quoted at 470 Million BND in a month. Transitioning from cash to
digital payments, Beep will capture at least 6% of the market (30 Million BND) in the year 1-3 and grow
exponentially for the next 5 years.

NORmAh iSmAiL_COO

40 years banking experience

-

Beep Digital Solutions is also the sole acquirer for Alipay in Brunei Darussalam

-

Alipay is the 1st milestone to providing many more digital products including Visa, Mastercard and other wallet providers

-

Private and government bodies are working with Beep in providing payment and merchant solutions

introduction to the service
Beep is
already serving
Brunei

Beep Digital Solutions was formed in 2017, the first company to be granted the acquiring license by
Alipay to operate in Brunei Darussalam. Beep Plus+ is the name of the product released and approved
by AMBD (Authority Monetary Brunei Darussalam) and is one of the approved participants in the AMBD
sandbox in rolling out digital ﬁntech solutions for Brunei Darussalam.

marketing
plan
Business
model
Launching
schedule

Providing an end to end solution for both merchants and users, and providing business opportunies
such as ecommerce and shopfronts for Beep users, Beep will be a household name in Brunei. Providing a
loyalty program will also attract users and merchants to use Beep for their daily lifestyle
In providing solutions for merchants and users, Beep charges an MDR (Merchant Discount Rate) to
merchants per transaction. Beep will also be charging transactional, commissions fee and marketing and
advertising fees. Providing a loyalty program for the market stickiness is essential.

Beep is already providing merchant solutions for accepting Alipay payments in Brunei and will roll out
its merchant app 2.0 in Q1 2020.

introduction to the company

Beep Digital Solutions team comprises of ex bankers who have legal and compliance background. Beep
has an 11 person team comprising of the management, sales and marketing, accounting and IT
Beep has in been in operation since May 2019 and has already generated a sales of BND 200k and BND
30K-40K on a monthly basis and is growing.
Government and Private companies are working with Beep for payment and ecommerce solutions. An
international bank is interested in partnership with Beep and is currently in technical stage of discussion.

What will
Beep provide
for Brunei?

4

history and
vision
investment

providing solutions for everyday users, for ecommerce and we are going regional. Foreign parties are
interested to work with Beep for market penetration and regional market.

Innovation and Collaboration’. Beep aims to be the provider for Bruneians for a cashless and ecommerce
business society.
The company does not have the experience of fund raising, but is looking to raise 260000000 Kr. The fund
will be utilized for development of digital products for Beep Plus+ (Merchant 2.0), Beep (Wallet), Beep Go,
Beep Insured+ and more.

Providing Alipay is only Beep’s ﬁrst milestone . Beep aims to be a merchant centric solution provider
and aims to roll out the Beep wallet in Q1 2020. Beep is creating its ecosystem for the Brunei market,

Beep’s vision and mission statement is ‘ Enabling Digital Payments and Digital Commerce Through

intellectual
property and
awards

Beep has been in operations since May 2019 and have been invited by Brunei government entitites to
showcase Beep’s digital products.

5
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market analysis
and target
customers

Think Axis Solutions

ESTABLiShmENT
2017

AddRESS

Level 1, iCentre,
Anggerek Desa Tech Park,

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

iNdiVidUAL

_CO-FOUNDER & CEO

ShAREhOLdiNg

FOUNdERS

marketing
plan

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE
yEAR

100%

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

Self- funded

2

STAFFS

Since our founding, we heavily relied on our work to speak for itself, with customer satisfaction as a
metric where no compromises can be accommodated. Moving forward, we like to broaden our network
in business circles combined with content and social media marketing. We project content marketing to

We work around 3 business models which enabled us to have 100% customer retention rate with repeat
business in some instances.
1. Partnerships
2. Contract and Maintenance

REVENUE 2016

Not Applicable

REVENUE 2017

BND 30,0000

REVENUE 2018

BND 70,000

REVENUE 2019

BND 100,000

6

-

Business
model

_CO-FOUNDER & CTO

ChAi ROSLiN_CCO

Singapore and USA. Given diversity of markets and need for solutions in emerging technologies, our core

have major impact where we share our learning to world at large using multiple platforms.

RAhmAN yOONUS

Brunei Darussalam

challenges. Markets we currently have active and ongoing engagements include Brunei, Philippines,

Japan and United Kingdom where there is an active thriving technology sector.

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

dANiAL mAhmUd

Government who seek to employ emerging technologies and modern way to solve their business

target customers are ever expanding. Markets we foresee immune potential are South Korea, Germany,

Information Technology:Artificial Intelligence,
MachineLearning & Data Analytics
COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

Our target customers range from startups looking to convert their idea to MVP to Enterprises and

3. In-House Consultants

Launching
schedule

We launched our first product in January 2018 and continue to launch one product every 3 months.
Our Product launches include Customer Relationship Management System, Line of Business platforms,
Career Diagnostic Tool, Ride hailing Apps, Data Analytic Dashboards and more

Think Axis Solutions provides emerging technology solutions from startups to enterprises and government sectors.

introduction to the company
Think Axis Solutions primarily provides solutions in emerging technology that includes Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Machine Learning & Data Analytics.

introduction to the service

Simplicity as our anchor, we strive to break away from complexity and this can be seen ﬁrst hand when using our products. On top of provides
solutions for our customers, we also internally experiment with host of technologies including IoT, Data Processing, Consumer Behaviour models
and the likes.

Think Axis develops solutions around emerging technologies with particular focus in Artificial
Intelligence, Machine Learning and Data Analytics.
Our products and services include: Career Diagnostic Tool Machine Learning & Data Analytics Facial

history and
vision

Recognition AI + Machine Le arning Business Intelligence Tools for Web & Mobile AI + ML + Data
Analytics Startup Management Solution and More...

Diﬀerentiation

investment

With our humble beginning to build MVPs for startups from multiple disciplines, we now cater to
enterprises and governments alike. Founders vision for company has always been around: Simple
Pricing, 3 click solution design and cut down on technical complexities to customers
We are fully self-funded.

Think Axis delivers its service by engaging its clients in a partnership model. Through partnership
approach, we develop a more comprehensive understanding of client's industries which in turn
improves the impact and adoption of our products.
Our partnership model consists of following:

intellectual
property and
awards

2x Mentoring at Tech Start Startup Weekend.
Products we built for our customer has own several awards including ASEAN Rice Bowl, Brunei Young
Entrepreneur, Brunei Shell’s Livewire etc.,

Collaborative technology design and development Talent
Management & Acquisition Growth Hacking & Strategy
Technology Consultancy

6
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CAmBOdiA

market analysis
and target
customers

De Castle View Co.,LTD

marketing
plan

IT and ICT Solutions Service Provider

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

ESTABLiShmENT

IT DIRECTOR

2016

More than 10 years

AddRESS
#34-36, St.288, Sangkat

CEO

Business
model

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
100%

experiences on ICT business

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2016

Local

Seed

sectors

Beong Keng Kong I Khan

Launching
schedule

The purpose of the market analysis is to help the customers better understand the dynamics involved in
selecting and targeting customers. The target customers of the company are cooperate companies and
local & international company with existing customers and new customers

We are working cooperation and sale directly with end user and also link to the business partners and
use the digital marketing as well

A successful solution business model needs an earnings logic that secures higher margins by ensuring
that IT and ICT Solutions Service Solutions are priced based on the value created to the customers.

Established in 2016

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy

Chamkarmon Phnom Penh

mEmBERS
15

REVENUE 2016

50,000USD

REVENUE 2017

150,000USD

REVENUE 2018

320,000USD

-

Software, Code and App design and hardware development

-

We are strong passion in serving software service and commit to provide best technology which is seamlessly integrated into customer
working environment and assist in making strategic decisions to thrive in the markets Cambodia

introduction to the company
history and
vision

MISSION
DECASTLE Technology seeks to ﬁll the ICT business sectors market are crowing and demand market in
Cambodia that is the good opportunity for us to start the business with our professional team. By the way
of our corporate partnerships, networking, innovative technologies, and the team of talented employees,
we see to become Cambodia’s premier ICT solutions service provider.To oﬀer and mutually beneﬁt with
our customers and partners to increase the productivity and sustainable

introduction to the service
De castle View Technology creatively exploits technology to generate business value for our customers.
We help organizations to transform their businesses by leveraging on technology to bring about

Vision of DECASTLE is to be one of the most well-known leading Information Technology and the unique
one by providing perfect services with a comfortable and close relationship to customers.
We also aspire that our business is going competitively well and get untiring support and faiths from
both local and international customers..

competitive advantage and business value. With De castle View Technology, customers enjoy these
beneﬁts through our innovative application services:
One Stop Service Solutions
Technical Support Service
Return Policy Guarantee
Free technical Consulting

8
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iNdONESiA

market analysis
and target
customers

Perawatku.id

#1 Healthunter company in Indonesia

marketing
plan

Review and Exam fees vary country to country, but the IELTS Exam fee usually costs around $150 payable to
the Exam Centre. (Example of IELTS review cosrs in Malaysia, $220 for 15 hours, $400 for 30 hours) OET Exam
fees $349 payable to the exam centre. This is usually refunded by the employee.

- Go to rural area in Indonesia to scouting talent partnership with local heroes and also sending
organization in Indonesia.
- Job fair partnership with govenor and local university also.
- Partnership with job portal and job platform Indonesian based

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

ESTABLiShmENT

Ogy WiNENRiANdhiKA_CEO

FOUNdERS

65%

2017

Serial Ent. Law Graduated

ESOP

10%

CVC

25%

AddRESS
Komp Liga Mas
Pancoran Indah
Jakarta, Indonesia

mEmBERS

TRiWAhyUNi _CPO
Registered Nurse

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2018

UMG

Pre-Seed

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy

$178.000

Sh BAE_CMO

REVENUE 2017

$90.000

Angel Investor

REVENUE 2018

$200.000

23

Business
model
Launching
schedule

Review and Exam fees vary country to country, but the IELTS Exam fee usually costs around $150
payable to the Exam Centre. (Example of IELTS review cosrs in Malaysia, $220 for 15 hours, $400 for 30
hours) OET Exam fees $349 payable to the exam centre. This is usually refunded by the employee.
Launched MVP in 2017, scaling up with new team member 2018 and partnership with ministry of
manpower, Indonesia Placement of Manpower, part of talentindonesia.id

introduction to the company

-

Clients includes PT Zisra Dwijaya, Global Alwakil, hom.id, Ministry of Manpower

-

Empowering Healthcare Professional

-

Established to facilitate and identify overseas nurses wishing to work abroad due to the many years experince

history and
vision

Key area of qualiﬁcations, work experience and a strong command of the English language are necessity,
very diﬀerent from what was required back in 2017, including the salaries, however the opportunities
now being offered for overseas nurses to expand their nursing knowledge whilst at the same time
earning a signiﬁcantly better rate of pay recognising the real value of overseas nurses, is a reality that
was just not availabale ten years ago.

introduction to the service
What is
perawatku.id?

We proactively seek out highly qualiﬁed nurses.
If you’re a hospital, practice or an organization that needs help with nurse recruitment, we can deliver
high-quality candidates who are ready to come to work for you.
Why you should hire a nurse recruiter agency There is a constant need for new health care workers
throughout the sector.

Diﬀerentiation

If you’re. A hospital, practice or an organization that needs help with nurse recruitment, it’s a good idea to
use a professional and experienced third-party nurse recruiter agency that specializes in your area. You
want recruiters who’cve worked with the sort of people that you need, who know the system inside and out
and can deliver on a goof range of high-quality candidates who are ready to come to work for you.

10

investment
intellectual
property and
awards

Early seed investmenr by CVC from Myanmar named UMG Idealabs

2 patent, IP for technology and process
1st winning regional investment forum held by Investment Indonesia
6th winner Seedstar world 2017
Top 100th Startup Istanbul, Indonesia representative to Istanbul
Top 10th The Ne\xtdev Competition held by Indonesia Telco
Top 20th Socio Digi Leader held by Indonesia Telco
Part of Indonesia Healthtech Association
Part of Healthtech Initiative by Ministry of Communication Indonesia

11
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iNdONESiA

ETAB is a one
touch platform &
an innovative digital
media platform

PT Prima digitama media

- Free entertainment & content bundled in the tablets.
- Aﬀordable advertising with captive audience.
- Over the Air syncing capabilities.
- Real time analysis to support the success of the campaign.
- Reporting based on actual, real time & measured results.
- Customized campaign & more ﬂexible campaign timings.

One-touch entertainment platform for transportation and hospitality industry

- Free Wi-Fi onboard for all ETAB installed Taxis.
With ETAB, advertisers can promote their product & services to tens of thousands of captive audiences
with ease & speed to the market.

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2018. 4

AddRESS
@EightyEight
At Kasablanca Tower A,
10E Floor, Jl. Raya Casablanca
Kav. 88, Jakarta, 12870

mEmBERS
18

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
dALiP KUmAR_CEO

10 years experience in Media &
Content production including News,
Film & TV Production Houses.

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
FOUNdERS

74%

ANgEL iNVESTOR

20%

INDIGO 1ST TRENCh

6%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2019
2019

Angel Investor
Indigo 1st Trench

Pre-Seed
Seed

market analysis
and target
customers

Annually spending of USD 1 million. Thus making the Annual OOH Spend at USD 600 million. Mid Range
Brands spends average USD 5,000 a month. In these category the number of brands are close to 1,500
brands. Making their total spend at USD 90 million. Average spent on Billboards is $10,000 per month/
billboard. With no user data, real count analytics or captive audience engagement. This is where ETAB

BhARAT BUXANi_CMO

10+ years experience in Media
and Advertising Agency,
managing own advertising
agency the past 5 years.

Our relevant market size shows that 500 top brands spends average US 100,000 a month on Outdoor Media.

comes in. Our relevant market size: US$1,000,000,000
REVENUE 2019E

KRW2bn

dENiS gUiLOT_CTO

20+ years Silicon Valley
experience mentoring numerous
accelerators and startups

marketing
plan

ETAB will use the following tactics : Attending Event : Taking parts in Tech Events in & around town.
Social Media: To share our campaigns, new features & create hype. Partnerships/Joint Ventures:
We all about collaboration with content owners, agencies & other brands that adds value to our
product & services. Press Releases/PR: Routine public announcements to the media. Word of Mouth:

-

Recommendation of Drivers, passengers & advertisers. Utilizing our own media: Promoting our services

Clients includes Largest Cinema Chain- XXI, Telco - XL (Axiata), restaurant booking platform- Chope,FinTech - OY!, Movie Production House

via our own platform.

- Starvision, Traveloka, Skin Care - Allyoung, Co Working Space - Cohive, Reckitt Benckiser - Durex, Union Group – Milano Restaurant.
-

OOH Digital Media

-

Aims to be the Entertainment on the go platform inside vehicles and hotel room.

introduction to the service
What is
ETAB?

ETAB Technologies, a Jakarta based company, installs 10inch tablets loaded with content, entertainment,
games and various services in Taxi and Hotel Rooms via our proprietary platform. We plan to service

Business
model
Launching
schedule

ETAB monetized the tablet by breaking the spots in Airing Advertising Slots and charge the B2B
customers or brand owners for Airtime to play their 30 Second un-skippable ads. Other revenues are in
the pipeline.
ETAB has competed the development of the 1.0 APK and installed in 300 e-Taxis in Jakarta. We are in
preparation to launch another 300 in one of the largest Taxi Fleet in Indonesia – Blue Bird Taxi. Our
Operations started back in May 2018. With a 3month trial run. January 2019, we got our ﬁrst paying
customers and ever since we are seeing a double-digit growth in demand. ETAB committed to provide

major cities in Indonesia starting with in and around Jakarta.

content ensure engagement. In future plans to oﬀer free entertainment and free Wi-Fi in every installed

ETAB has positioned itself as an Out Of Home Digital Media in the Indonesia market. ETAB brings brands closer to

taxi. #BeEntertained.

their audience via advertising on a digital device, making your brand & services more accessible to the viewers.
The need for an entertainment platform always arises whether while in commute or in the hospitality
industry. The increasing trends of E hailing taxi ﬂeet to answer the problem of city transportation provided
the blue ocean opportunity for ETAB to launch its digital platform that provides entertainment on the go.

What is Safety
management system
for
smart construction?

introduction to the company

ETAB as an innovative digital platform provides a new platform to promote product & services to
commuters, providing a new platform to the deliver advertising & content. The game changer is that
ETAB provides actually and real time analytics to support campaigns. These analytics are based on
actually behavior, consumption patterns and geo location of the captive audiences.

history and
vision
investment

ETAB has been found in June 2017 after successfully developing CMS system for ETAB & soft launching
our POC in May 2018. Long-term objective is to expand into major cities & oﬀer Free Entertainment &
Free Wi-Fi in all taxis.
The company has had some the experience in fund raising but is looking to raise USD 2.5 million in
trenches. The funds will be utilized for expansion, software developments & operations that will be to
meet our market demand and provide a better seamless service, collect and analyze deep data.

intellectual
property and
awards

12

APK as a proprietary of ETAB. Domestic patent applied.
2019. 5. Investible Games 1st prize winner – Kunming China.
2019. 6 Indigo Incubator Program – Market Validation Stage

13
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LAOS

Aihak Solutions
MAKING IT EASIER TO GET THE JOB DONE

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2019

AddRESS
Phonesinuanh Road
Phonesinuanh Village
Vientiane
Laos

mEmBERS

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
KEVyN mCgRAW_CEO

Founder of

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
CEO ANd FOUNdER 100%
(OPEN TO RESTRUCTURiNg)

ASEAN Contact Center

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2019.9

ACC

USD 25K

market analysis
and target
customers

15 Years experience
In customer service

KhAmmONE ONgPhAKdy_HR
Currently manages > 200 staﬀ

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy

-

Most freelancer apps focus on digital content, whereas AiHak focuses on your day-to-day needs.

-

There is no other service/app like it in Laos.

introduction to the service
What is
Aihak?

In 2021, we expect to be earn USD 1 Million by processing jobs in all of Laos. By 2022, we expect to earn
$3 Million in revenue during our ﬁrst complete year in the ASEAN market.

marketing
plan

for consumers/companies to find specialized freelancers in Laos and make the experience much more
professional on the whole. Examples of freelancers we will be targeting at ﬁrst are: electricians, plumbers,

Business
model
Launching
schedule

contact freelancers, there is no way of knowing if the freelancer you hire is qualiﬁed or not and costs are not

also spread the word on a more local level. For this reason, we plan to schedule information sessions at
the district levels as well and invite the village chiefs from each district to join and learn about this new

AiHak Solutions will be adding a 20% service fee to each job completed. The freelancers we want to register
are not all tech savy. For this reason, we will reach out to them via grassroot marketing. To ensure our users
have conﬁdence when using our service, we will oﬀer training to our freelancers to increase their skills.
The AiHak app is now available on the Google Play Store and Apple App Store.

At first we will be

launching our service only in Vientiane Capital, but will be expanding to the rest of Laos within a few
months. We expect to start expansion into ASEAN in 2021. We will start with countries similar to the Lao
landscape (Cambodia, Myanmar, Vietnam and the Philippines).

motorbike mobile mechanic, painters, translators, photographers, graphic designers, landscaping and more.
The problems we will be solving with this solution for users are as follows: it is currently not easy to ﬁnd and

Since this service is aimed to be used by the every day consumer/company, we feel it is important to

service. To onboard users, the marketing will be focused online and via our local marketing partners.

AiHak is a new mobile platform in Laos focused on connecting users with freelancers and making it easier
to provide jobs to those that do not have a platform to promote themselves. The goal is to make it easy

owning a ﬂatbed truck may only be earning income when being hired to use his truck, mostly by friends

We expect to be servicing 50 jobs/day in 2020, which represent around USD 400,000 in revenue for 2020.

Network and Security

Provide a platform where users and freelancers can easily connect.

there are many people that depend on their skills and/or assets to receive income. For example, someone

service that would have not had been able to connect together in the past.

SENgPASONg KhAmSiNg_IT

-

customers will highly depend on the diﬀerent types of freelancers registered on our platform. In Laos,

or family. Through AiHak, this freelancer will have access to a wider market of people in need of his

100

Certiﬁed Aheeva Certiﬁe

5

Our target customers are locals whom are home owners, tenants or building managers. However, our

introduction to the company

transparent and are not know in advance. As for freelancers, the advantage for them is they will have access to
much bigger pool of customers, they will have a platform to market themselves and freelancers will be vetted
by our company and reviewed by users to ensure they can continuously improve their skills and work quality.
Our core team is also part of the #1 outsourcing company in Laos and has already created hundreds of job

history and
vision

increase the over all wealth of the country. Invest in AiHak, Invest in jobs!

About
the app

more. The app will be oﬀered in both Lao and English. Our service also includes a contact center where
agents are ready to help customers/freelancers at all times, in multiple languages.

brother” in Laos, someone users can trust to get the job done. Our goal is also to help freelancers ﬁnd

Currently, the funds needed to create the app were invested into AiHak Solutions by ASEAN Contact
Center. ASEAN Contact Center is the biggest BPO in Laos and was also founded by our CEO. We are
currently looking for a USD 250,000 investment. We will utilize these funds to increase marketing,
onboard more staﬀ for customer support and improve our solution.

diﬀerent quotations and select the freelancer of their choice.
services: plumbers, electricians, motorbike mechanics, photographers, translators, graphic designers and

14

investment

will receive the job request and will be able to submit a quotation. The user will be able to select from 3
The big diﬀerence between our platform and other freelancer platforms is we are focusing on day-to-day

to find the right people to professionally complete the different jobs needed. AiHak means “dear
more jobs and oﬀer better quality services.

opportunities. We know the landscape and how to work with locals. Our goal is to help create jobs and

Users can create a job request and give details of what is needed without eﬀort. Qualiﬁed Freelancers

The vision for AiHak came to the founder while he was building his cottage in Laos: it was very diﬃcult

intellectual
property and
awards

ASEAN Contact Center awards:
2019 SME Excellence: Employment – Winner (ASEAN Business Awards)
2017 Young Entrepreneur of the Year – Finalist (ASEAN Business Awards)
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Bookmate.la
Bookmate

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

2019. 5

BOUNmA iPT_CEO
Developer
Graphic designer

AddRESS

LiThThAKONE SSB_CFO

ESTABLiShmENT

Libic oﬃce , Facuaty of
engineering

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
CEO ANd EmPLOyEES 100%
Big BANg ANgELS

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

0%

TAiyThONg SSK_CTO

All the second hand books that the owners bring to bookmate, they can set the price bvy themselves
- We deduct only 10% from the price.
- We accept all kinds of book s such as cartoons books or even the kindergarten books

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy

- Being the second book storage for those who want to keep their books, but they do not have the large space.

Xokpaluang , vientiane , LAOS

- All of customers can seek for diversity books not only from our website, but also Facebooks page.

mEmBERS
3

-

What is Bookmate and reason for creating ?

-

Objective and deferrentation

-

Aims to advance into platform to support reading

market analysis
and target
customers
marketing
plan

introduction to the service
What is
Bookmate.la ?

Bookmate.la is Platform to buy-sell and rent books. Such as:
ㆍ Deposit and selling the second hand books.

- The students in National University of laos 25,000 people
( Students in highschool and others college around 200,000 - 300,000 People in Vientiane capital )
- For those who want to buy the low cost books.

- Expanding the knowledge and understanding about factions and platform of Bookmate four target
market by using marketing mix.
- Invesment on advertising more to support expanding.
- Rechec the platform to ensure and reduce the mistake of using.

Business
model

Bookmate will enable students to buy-sell and trade used book ( Second Book ) to other Students, By passing
from Bookmate platform . The seller can receive more money than the Bookstore Charges , In addition
Bookmate will other service Such as : weblogs to share experience about books to people who ﬁnd to read
a books , platform to sell content.

ㆍ Pre-order all kinds of books.
ㆍ Second hand and new books for rent
The Timeline of students is the best time to ﬁnd knowledge from school , college and University , The learn
from school or other places Such as learn from internet or read a book , but the high Quality Books it’s very
high price too So That make students can’t aﬀort it Because They are still a student , They don’t’ have income.
Bookmate.la see problems Such as :
ㆍ High cost of Book
There are many kind of Books and the prices are diﬀerent may be too high , That the main problem

Launching
schedule

24 april 2019

introduction to the company

make buyer can’t aﬀort it
ㆍ Content doesn’t match the objective
Some content in the book don’t match what about they need , May be buyer disappointed to buy that
book They lost cost and they less to buy books , it’s make impact to lost Reader.
ㆍ Do not have any places to sell books
When they have ﬁnished to read that books , they want to sell and buy a new book
ㆍ Limited Space of bookshelf

What is
Bookmate objective?

investment

- Lend to book with limited budget reader.
- Can generate source of income from Books we read already.

We came to join startup community in laos by compittetion of Libic in april 2019 . Bookmate will establish
itself as the leading online student to student marketplace by combining extensive market-specific
expertise with Internet technologies to generate revenue while creatingvwin-win solution for students.
We started business by startup competition prize and support office by Libic , it’s make us started
business very low cost , we don’t have experience to of angel investor and fund raising.
we are looking for investor us to support and reading community too.

- Reduece cost of student or who read a book.

- Contribute Society interactive in book reading community.

16

history and
vision

intellectual
property and
awards

Appreciate prize from LAO ICT award 2019.
Startup booth camp.
Samsung tech institute 2019
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market analysis
and target
customers

gameka Sdn Bhd
Malaysian Game Developer

marketing
plan

Launched 13 mobile games, 5 of which were nominated for various international game awards.

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

Competitive mechanics. To maximize our eﬀorts to push to the targeted audience, we plan to conduct
soft launches in Canada, Netherland, and Ireland to gather data and further polish the game prior to the
ﬁnal global launch. Furthermore, data gathered during the soft launch duration will be used to optimize
the marketing campaign which will allow us to further reduce our CPI (Cost per Instal).
Year 1 Target: UK, Germany, Russia; Year 2 Target: Year 1 + North America, France, Spain, Italy; Year 3
Target: Year 2 + Latin America, India, Indonesia; Year 4 Target: Year 3 + China, Japan, Korea
We will launch in different countries by phase starting with UK, Germany and Russia because these
countries have the highest playing community for our type of game and the lowest cost for user
acquisition. We then move to other countries once we have penetrated into the 3 countries in year

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

It is found that players from North America and Europe are more interested in games with Match 3 and

1. These marketing involves engaging publishers in the local countries, investing into marketing ad
campaigns and user engagement via social media sites. Expanding into other countries would involve

ESTABLiShmENT
2011. 3

AddRESS
Suite B-7-7, Level 7
Tower B (Wisma Pantai),
Plaza Pantai
No, 5. Jalan 4/83A, Kampung
Kerinchi

STAFFS
28

KENNy LUm_CEO

Microsoft
Innovative Formula

hiLmy ABdUL RAhim

_PRODUCER
Game Brains KDU & MMU

ShAREhOLdERS

100%

JASON YUEN

47%

HO J-SON

43%

KENNY LUM

10%

FOONg SUET LiNg_CCO

Shell Frog Asia

NARiShViN SUKUmARAN

yEAR

iNVESTOR

media marketing to the gaming community continues to happen on a consistent basis.

N/A - Self Funded

Marketing plan would also involve organizing tournaments locally in Malaysia and SEA. We would also
support publishers in other countries to organize local tournaments in their countries.

REVENUE 2016

RM 300,000.00

REVENUE 2017

RM 2,135,407.00

REVENUE 2018

RM 1,862,457.00

_CMO
Astro

introduction to the service
What is
Combat Wombat?

localization as well as active marketing through ad campaigns and engaging with local streamers. Social

AmOUNT

Business
model

Launching
schedule

Our model is based on Game As A Service Model (GaaS). This model is based on continuous content
updates in the game that will encourage more player engagement and player spending. This model has
proven to be highly successful in the mobile market in recent years. Clash of Clan from SuperCell (one of
many) has managed to stay as one of the top games and top earners due to following the GaaS model.
The game is currently in a rapid prototype phase. In its current form, it has already been nominated for the
prestigious SEA Game Award 2019 (result to be announced on the 8th of November 2019).
We plan to publish the game on the Google Play Store under Early Access as early as December with the plan
of Global Launch in April 2020. Since the game follows GaaS model, we have planned monthly updates for the
game for the next 12 months after launch with the goal to increase user retention and game revenue.

Combat Wombat is a highly competitive mobile game. Players form teams of heroes to battle each other using a
shared Match-3 tile board. The core of the game is to battle other players by outmaneuvering them on a shared
Match-3 tile board, collecting and upgrading heroes to form strong teams that would give the player an upper hand.
Combat Wombat is a 2D game centered on giving players a satisfying moment in battle using a simple and
well-known mechanic called sliding Match-3. Players would form their teams using 5 of the many heroes they

introduction to the company

have collected to battle with other players. They can equip their heroes with various upgradeable skills. This
gives players an inﬁnite number of team permutations, ensuring a fresh experience every time they battle.
Combat Wombat revolves around a simple core battle loop that has a single-player and live multiplayer
mode. Outside of the core battle loop, the players’ experience is further enhanced with a progression
loop that involves resource collection, hero collection, and hero upgrades, as well as base upgrades.

history and
vision

With the vision of “Create Impactful Games”, Gameka was founded on the dream that gaming can create a
positive impact on the world. Everyone remembers their favorite story, movie or television series. Many of us
remember our first video game and the time we spent playing those games. At Gameka, we want to be part of this
experience by developing electronic games and software solutions that are engaging, exciting and exceptional.
Our Gaming division focuses on building our own IPs by leveraging on our team’s diverse backgrounds from pen

Supplementing the progression loop is the engagement loop that has community elements to it.

and paper roleplaying games and collectible card games to art, cosplay and competitive online gaming. We strive

What is
Combat Wombat’s
Diﬀerentiation?

to build games that can create a global impact and while we are new in the industry, we have already attracted

Combat Wombat’s key diﬀerentiation is a Multiplayer Live PvP Puzzle Match-3 game. Players compete

significant exposure including being finalists for the Indie Prize as well as the International Mobile Gaming Awards.

using a shared Match-3 Puzzle grid and their selected heroes. The pillars of the game are as such:

At Gameka, our goal is to build extraordinary experiences that create a positive impact on our digital world.

Live PvP with shared grid - The game involves a 1v1, turn-based combat mechanic using a shared
match-3 puzzle grid. Both players will see and interact with the exact same grid. Each player’s move will
impact the strategy of the opposing player. Players have a limited time to make their move. A right move
can be both oﬀensive and defensive. A wrong move can spell instant disaster for the player.

investment

Hero based - Players select which heroes they want to use in their battles. Each hero has standard stats
skills properly to create their winning team. New heroes will be released periodically following the latest
of a major blockbuster will release heroes that emulate the ﬁlm’s characters.
Gacha system - The game utilizes the gacha system as the main monetization method. To upgrade heroes,
players need to sacriﬁce other heroes. Players can get heroes through battle or opening chests. Battles

our upcoming game Combat Wombat for 1 year. We project that within a year, revenue generated from

intellectual
property and
awards

10 Combat Wombat characters trademark applied
2017. Gameka - Inducted into TENxCLUB by GEM (Global Entrepreneurship Movement)
2017. Gameka - Listed as Top 10 Gamification Solution Provider 2017 by APAC CIO Outlook
2017. Kluno: Hero Battle - Indie Prize Finalist for “Best Multiplayer” in Casual Connect USA
2017. Kluno: Hero Battle - Nominee for International Mobile Games Awards SEA

consume energy that replenishes over time. Chests can be won through battles or using acquired using

2018. Lazy Fish - 3rd IMGA SEA nomination

GEMS. Users can either grind to collect heroes or accelerate the process through GEM purchase.

2018. Spell Master: Word Adventures - 3rd IMGA SEA nomination

Single-player story mode - This is for oﬄine play where players will battle with AI to unveil a story ﬁlled
with plot twists.
18

tune of USD $1 Mil. The funds will be utilized for User Acquisition (UA) and Live Operations (LiveOps) for
the game will self sustain the UA & LiveOps initiatives for the following year.

(i.e. HP, Att, Def). Each hero has special skills that charge up in battle. Players have to match their hero’s
trends, fads, and seasons. Halloween, for example, will focus on more horror-themed heroes. The launch

Gameka up to this point has been a self-funded company. We are seeking an investment amount to the

2018. NETTWORTH - Nominee for “Best Innovation” at SEA Game Awards 2018
2018. Gameka - Part of Google’s Indie Games Accelerator class 2018
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introduction to the company

Sonicboom Solutions Sdn Bhd

SONICBOOM SOLUTIONS SDN BHD is a company based in Kuala Lumpur Malaysia that focuses on the development of open payment solutions for
the unattended industry. Our solution opens up cashless acceptance to avery niche and untapped segment, the self-service and unattended services
across all industries. Our payments platform is integrated with an all in one payments acceptance device that accepts Visa, MasterCard, MyDebit, JCB,

Open Payments Solutions for Self-Service Industry

Union Pay, Amex and any form of payment that leverages on Chip & Pin, Magnetic stripe & Pin, Contactless, QR Code and ewallet technologies.
The team at Sonicboom Solutions has been involved in the self-service and payment industry for over 17 years now, successfully launching projects
in various payment related critical sub-industries covering many years in transit, railway, e-money, banking, ﬁnancial, telco, retail, governmental

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2015. 12

AddRESS

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
KOK ChiAN hWA_DIRECTOR, CTO

KOK ChiAN hWA

50%

KAREN LEOW OUN LiNg

LEOW OUN LiNg

50%

_DIRECTOR, CFO

15th December 2015
Unit 07-06, Tower A Vertical
Business Suite. Avenue 3,
Bangsar South No. 8, Jalan
Kerinchi 59200 Kuala Lumpur.

Ng ChiN miNg_CEO

FOUNdERS

dESiREE ChOW

2

STAFFS
25

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

WAVE ChUANg_TECHNICAL
ADVISOR (CO-FOUNDER)

and authority mainly on payment, revenue collection and ﬁnancial reconciliation projects. Sonicboom believes in talent cultivation and innovations
especially through ﬁntech software, big data, mobile and IOT aspiring to be the market leader in this space.

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2011
2018
2011
2018

Ng Suk Yi
Kok Chian Hwa
Leow Oun Ling
Leow Oun Ling

50,000
75,000
50,000
75,000

history and
vision

_HEAD OF PARTNERSHIPS &
COMMUNICATIONS

SOURENA KiARASi_HEAD OF

PROJECT & SUPPORT

not only in Malaysia but the whole ASEAN region is the acceptance of cashless payments when it comes to
self service. Hence the decision to focus on Cashless Payments Acceptance for the self service / unattended
industry. Even with that, they took it one step further to break the conventional cashless acceptance

dEREK TAN WOEi LONg

_GENERAL MANAGER (FOUNDER)

The founders of Sonicboom has been in the self service industry for over a decade. They realized the gap

REVENUE 2016

RM 326,575.00

REVENUE 2017

RM 1,120,443.00

REVENUE 2018

RM 1,636,451.00

architecture to develop and implement an ALL-IN-ONE cashless acceptance platform that is connected to
multiple acquirers and accepts ANY form of payments from contact to contactless to QR, wearables.
The vision of Sonicboom is to empower everyone to go cashless, transacting with whatever forms
of payments they have at hand, anywhere, anytime.

introduction to the service
market analysis
and target
customers

investment

Sonicboom to date has been fully self funded / boot-strapping.

The market of the self service industry not including businesses who can go self service is huge – in
Malaysia alone, we have existing 81,000 self service machines that are cash based. Industries that are
going self service are ticketing, hotel check in, retail to vending machines, etc. In Malaysia alone we have
60,000 contactless cards with a mobile which is not usable across all industries. Sonicboom is changing
that landscape, in line with the Central Bank’s mission to create a cashless society.

intellectual
property and
awards

Accreditation
• EMV Level III, PCI DSS & PCI PTS 4.0+ certiﬁed
• Certiﬁed cashless payment solution for the self-service industry with Maybank, Malaysia
• First Merit for Best Financial Application at Asia Paciﬁc ICT Alliance (APICTA) MSC Malaysia 2017
• First Merit for Best Financial Application at Asia Paciﬁc ICT Alliance (APICTA) International, Dhaka 2017

Market - Hotel’s Self-Check In, Vending Machines, Parking, Laundry and F&B industry

marketing
plan

Sonicboom is in a B2B2C industry. With selected clients, we do B2C. Sonicboom owns the space on the
reader, the area surrounding the reader, the barrier gate and also ad spaces at the parking facilities.
1. Endorsement from schemes to run campaigns & increase usage of cashless
2. Education on why go cashless & its beneﬁts
3. Onboarding via Mobile App

Business
model

1. Transaction basis – MDR (Sonicboom is Master Merchant with the acquiring banks)
2. Rental Basis – small clients with low ticket items
3. Both rental and transaction
4. Licensing / White label – more than 10,000 readers purchase

Launching
schedule

2016 – 2018 Puspakom, JPJ – self service kiosk with cashless payment acceptance, mobile app, web portal
2017 – 2018 Development & R&D of Open Payments Platform V1 (certiﬁcation etc)
2018

First launch of Cashless Parking – KLCC

2018 – now 40 launches to date (parking, vending, costa coﬀee self service machine, F&B self service)

20
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BAGANHUB CO., Ltd
B2B eCommerce Platform

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2015. 3

AddRESS
253,Dhammazedi Road
Bahan Tsp, Yangon
Myanmar

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
PyiE PhyO PAiNg_CEO

M.Sc (CIM), NTU, Singapore
12 Years of Digital
Marketing Experiences

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
CEO, COO, DIRECTOR

83%

iNVESTOR

17%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2016

Arker Soe

Seed

NAy miN ThU_DIRECTOR
Studied and worked in
Singapore

ARKAR SOE_DIRECTOR &

mEmBERS

INVESTOR
Studied and worked in Canada

9

AUNg KyAW NyEiN_COO

4 years experience in ThaiMyanmar Border Trade

-

Provide marketplace for buyers and sellers online

-

Help SMEs to generate more sales via online

-

Make easier way for buyers online

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy

100K

REVENUE 2016

20K

REVENUE 2017

31K

REVENUE 2018

32K

introduction to the service
What is
BaganTrade.com?

BaganTrade.com was established to solve following problems.
Problems

market analysis
and target
customers
marketing
plan

16 Billion $ Export and 11 Billion$ Export
200,000 Myanmar SMEs
Target Customers: Myanmar exporters and importers, Global buyers and sellers to/from Myanmar

For Local Market
Educational Seminar, Google SEO/SEM, Facebook, Email Marketing
For Global Market
Google SEO/SEM, Email Marketing

Business
model
Launching
schedule

Yearly Subscriptions for Premium members
Commission
Expo
BaganTrade.com was launched in Jul 2015 and have been continuously adding features for ease of
use. We have applied Submission model for premium members. But, Still in progress to implement
commission. We are now adding payment. We will involve payment and logistic in future.

Local Products have diﬃculties to go global market.
Global companies have diﬃculties to go into local market.
Lack of online trading opportunities in Myanmar
Our Solution
BaganTrade.com provides a bridge between Myanmar and global market by providing online

introduction to the company

marketplace for trading and other business opportunities.
Sellers can post their products in various categories . Buyers can search products or browse categories. If
buyers found the products what they want, they can directly send inquiries to buyers.
When we start bagantrade.com, it is still early for ecommerce in Myanmar and we have to organize

history and
vision

establish online business that can help Myanmar SMEs by leveraging online trading.
Vision : To be Windows of Myanmar to Global Market that all trading happen and Create smarter way of
doing business online

educational seminars to introduce eCommerce opportunities in cities.
We collected product listing from some SMEs who are interested in global market.
We promoted their products in bagantade.com by various online marketing (SEO,SEM, Social Media,

Our young entrepreneur studied and worked in Singapore for 10 years and came back Myanmar to

investment

The company have the experience of fund raising. We have raised 70,000 USD from local investor in 2016.
We have passed due diligent by Japanese Investor to invest 500K USD

Email marketing).
We got a lot of buying inquiries from global buyers. We only can make a few sales from many
buying inquiries. Most products are not ready yet to go into global market due to quality, certiﬁcates,
documentation and packaging. Some SMEs still can make sales to global market.

intellectual
property and
awards

Awards:
One of Top 5 Winner in Echelon Thailand Competition 2015
Winner in UMFCCI Business Competition 2019

Most of our sellers are hair, handicrafts, seafood, and agriculture products suppliers. All sellers are free
in ﬁrst year. We used our own money for seminar, data collection and online marketing. In 2nd Year, we
charged a few hundred dollars from premium members

22
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Diﬀerentiation

Cyber King Co., Ltd
JUdO ERP Solutions
COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

ESTABLiShmENT

myAT ThU_CEO AND FOUNDER

2016. 10

Establishment JUDO ERP

AddRESS

market analysis
and target
customers
iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
FOUNdER

100%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

Solutions
and development

Bld 2A-1, Room No. C2,

experience over 14 years in

C3, B2, B3, B4, Yangon-

ICT Sector.

REVENUE 2017

2 million MMK

yE mAUNg_CTO

REVENUE 2018

30 million MMK

Insein Road, Mayangon
Township, Yangon.

USA

mEmBERS
25

-

Utilizing the advanced and innovated technology to enhance the Myanmar ICT sector internationally and to develop ICT products to be
used practically in the sectors of agriculture and transportation and other business sector in order to run the business smoothly.

In production, distribution and sale businesses the entrepreneur had to face with the following situations:
1. When demand increase, it needs to know to estimate the needs and shortage of raw materials.
2. Processing the current raw materials to ﬁnished goods, need to know what stage are they at present.
3. When moving the ﬁnished goods to relevant warehouses, it is diﬃcult to know receive, issue, loss,
damage and found status on time simultaneously.
4. For distribution of goods from warehouse to diﬀerent locations, it needs to know where are they
present and what is the status of goods are.
5. Goods sold to customer at diﬀerent locations by cash down, on credit and on consignment, need to
know simultaneously by head oﬃce and also need to know sale return and change of goods.
For these tasks, person at operation sector and person at management sector to work collaboratively in
real time, ERP system could provide and help the required performance and give advice and standard
operation procedure (SOP) in the way of digital.
JUDO ERP Solutions developed by Cyber King co., Ltd is a cloud based system developed by native
programming language and can be used with both web and mobile views. Devices used in this system
such as barcode, invoice printer, are wireless, wire and portable.
JUDO ERP Solutions can calculate the raw material needs according to the demand and can prepare
important raw material needs before shortage in advance.
By this task, it can be a support in goods productions. Moreover, the system can also show where the goods
are at which level the goods are. The system can perform the tasks simultaneously for the transfer of ﬁnished
goods to warehouse, insert new stocks, record and view the damaged, loss stocks and ﬁnd new stock.
The system can also perform the transfer of goods from one country to others. Then stock can be sold
directly from local locations to international by using mobile tablets. Received orders, handle consignment,
perform credit sales, cash down sales and sale return, print out of invoices and delivery notes can be
done real-time. Hence, JUDO ERP Solutions is a software (technical product) that support each and every
business sectors to run their operations smoothly, eﬀectively and eﬃciently.

24

Sale and distribution had been studied by myself and my staﬀ. Data have been collected according to
general needs, with the aim to provide their needs and to develop software as needed. As the collected
survey data, for the local market, there are 75% in Distribution Management System- DMS, 65% in
Warehouse Management System- WMS, 85% of Point of Sale System- POS. Hence, JUDO, to support the
needs, had been developed DMS, WMS, POS software.
Aim is to establish digital platform for Local SMEs and large industry and agriculture and livestock sectors.
Beside, to support the Republic of Union of Myanmar’s E-Government development, for Ministry of
Industry’s MSMEs have developed a digital platform and aim to be used by other ministries. Moreover,
SMEs and large enterprise within ASEAN and International business to use JUDO product in our future aim.

marketing
plan

Marketing staff of business development team introduce themselves and explain the software, create
digital marketing and advertise by using alternative media channels. Also advertise using advertising booth
to introduce the product. By the JUDO users’ introduction, we gained new customers. We also participate in
product shows which are hold by government sector and private sector, national and international shows.

Business
model

Myanmar technical product (ERP Software) is categorized with two software packages according to the business
type and size. First one is “Premium Package” which can be customized as the need of the business and second
is “Fully Package” which is less cost and ready to use. For those packages, according to the business needs there
are monthly fee ranged from USD 200 to 500 per module and these are also initial cost and customization cost.

Launching
schedule

introduction to the service
JUdO ERP
Solutions
and Services

ERP Solution is an own product software developed in our country, Myanmar and can be customized
as the requirements of each business sector. The main objective is to support the business within the
country, with advanced technology and software with low cost.

In October 2017, we were able to establish the launching ceremony of Distribution Management SystemDMS at Yangon. After a few months later, we were able to launch the Warehouse Management SystemWMS. In 2018, the integration of the said two systems is launched and able to show the usefulness for
enterprise. In this year, we are able to develop the Point of Sale System- POS. In February 2019, JUDO
product show was held by Cyber King Co., Ltd. And give presents to our customers who are the user
of JUDO products. At national level, Mekong-Japan product show held on 14th August, 2019, we had a
chance to participate and able to show JUDO products and able to sell the integration of food industry
and non-food industry of DMS, WMS and POS systems. In September and October of this year, will be
participating in the MSMEs product shows held by Ministry of Industry.

introduction to the company
history and
vision

investment

intellectual
property and
awards

Cyber King has been founded in 2006, by training of ICT with the aim of developing the human resources
for ICT sector. From 2017 to 2010 ﬁnancial years, at Republic of Union of Myanmar, Yangon, Mayangone
township, training for software application development and training for network infrastructure was done
successfully. ADSL based internet services and installations work had also been done during those years.
From 2011 to 2015 ﬁnancial years, could train Myanmar youth to get job at local and international software
houses. To develop the technology product (application software), software house was established.
From the software house, website and on premises software are developed and sold at local market for
relevant to local needs. To support these software developments, ICT training has conducted and about 300
human resources have been natured yearly. From 2016 to 2019 ﬁnancial years, mobile applications had been
developed. Mobile technology and cloud based technology software, JUDO (Just in time, Usability, Distribution,
Opportunity) ERP were developed very ﬁrstly in Myanmar as own product. ERP is software that can be used
in the diﬀerent types of businesses. Currently, diﬀerent local businesses are using JUDO ERP Solutions and
Go Live, at 25 diﬀerent locations has been using it 24 hours.
In 2006, for starting the ICT Training Center as a sole proprietor, investment was 50 million MMK. After
2006, 30% of each year’s profit was included to add as investment for the business and expended the
business. At 2016, capital of 600 million MMK was invested by myself and established the JUDO ERP
Solutions with a speed eﬀort.
Cyber King, JUDO has been registered for its trademark with register number 4/10188 and 4/10189
at Register Office in Republic of Union of Myanmar, Yangon. As an award certificates, have received
one award certiﬁcate from Republic of Union of Myanmar, Ministry of Industry, MSMEs Development
Department, and other award certiﬁcate from Rector of UCSY for Internship Program.
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PhiLiPPiNES

ㆍPulse – our localized social listening tool, which helps organizations understand consumer sentiments.
ㆍNatter – our NLP-powered chat assistant understands English; Philippine languages and its cultural
variations; inquirer's sentiments.

Senti Techlabs, Inc.

ㆍVolant – our automated form processing platform helps our clients speed up back-oﬃce work thru our
custom OCR technology.

Safety management system for smart construction

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

market analysis
and target
customers

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

Artiﬁcial intelligence is revolutionizing the way businesses grow. With the drive for Industry 4.0, AI is
expected to become a part of every business' strategy in the upcoming years. Because Senti’s Artiﬁcial
Intelligence products and services are highly customized, we can easily cater to highly specific AI
requirements across various industries. First, we target enterprises (primarily, the leaders in each
industry vertical), research organizations, and the government. We then bring this experience to cover
territories outside the Philippines.

ESTABLiShmENT
2015. 12

AddRESS
Unit 1114 Cityland
Herrera, Valero cor.
Ruﬁno Street,
Makati, Philippines

mEmBERS
23

-

RALPh ViNCENT
REgALAdO_ CEO

CEO ANd PARTNERS

100%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2018

DOST Grant

$100K

Google Developer
Expert for Machine Learning

marketing
plan

CHARIBETH CHENG, PHD

_HEAD OF RESEARCH
15+ years of Research in NLP

REVENUE 2017
REVENUE 2018

$24,700

TONi-JAN KEiTh
mONSERRAT_CTO

REVENUE 2019

$350,000

Clients include ABS-CBN Broadcasting Company, Cebu Pacific Air, McKinsey & Company, Nestle, Globe Telecom, and others clientele
reference.
Partners include PLDT Enterprise, Google, and Department of Science and Technology

-

Aims to empower organization’s eﬃciency by providing Artiﬁcial Intelligence solutions and services.

Business
model
Launching
schedule

webinars, social media marketing, and events.

Senti Techlabs, Inc. is the pioneering artiﬁcial intelligence company in the Philippines.

Our business model is dependent on the product and services we oﬀer. In general, we do subscription or
licensing model. We also ask for one-time development fee for any model customization task and recurring
maintenance fees.
MVP release of Senti Pulse was in September 2016, and we continuously improved the product based
on client reviews. We moved our eﬀorts into improving the text analysis engine, Senti Natter, behind
it and initially released the ﬁrst version in 2017. We then received a grant to improve both Senti Pulse
and our NLP engine (Senti Natter) in March 2018; we launched the new version in June 2019. Senti
Volant’s core functions were completed in December 2018 while Senti Natter was integrated into chatbot
platforms in August 2019. We are continuously improving these products as we align varied use cases

introduction to the service
how we help
businesses
embrace Artiﬁcial
intelligence?

are using the following strategies as leverage: partner co-selling and reseller program, content marketing,

$6,500

Google Developer Expert for
Web

-

Our main objective is to establish identity and market position toward enterprises in the Philippines. We

and implementation of these with the enterprise.

introduction to the company

Established in 2015, our company started by oﬀering a proprietary social listening tool, which adapted
to local languages in the Philippines (we have 180+ languages) and allowed businesses to understand
their audience's sentiment. The ground-breaking technology granted us with numerous awards and
partnerships with recognized institutions such as CDM Philippines and IMMAP in addition to industry

history and
vision

Senti was initially conceptualized by our CEO, Ralph, while he was taking his Master’s degree at De La
Salle University. Carrying the idea and conceptualizing it into a product, he then joined Startup Weekend
in 2013 where he won First Place. Long story short, Senti was incorporated in December 2015. Until
now, Senti still stays true to its mission to herald the 4th Industrial Revolution worldwide by helping

giants like Microsoft and Google.

organizations embrace the power of Artiﬁcial Intelligence.
Today, we have grown to oﬀer other AI solutions and services that helped organizations augment human
potential. We have also become home to internationally recognized software engineers and researchers
engaged in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning along with half of the country's

investment

We received a $100K USD grant from the Philippines government in March 2018, and we are looking to
raise $1.5M USD. The fund will be utilized to scale operations that will support growing demand of our
services, as well as hiring experience management and technical members to boost and scale the current

Google Developer Experts.

talents. The fund will enable us to secure further our ﬁrst-leader advantage.
Our dedicated and localized approach, combined with our expertise in Machine Learning, gives us better
business understanding, which in turn helps us propose solutions ﬁt to clients' needs — an advantage that
rewards us with trust from the country's biggest names.
We offer our clients professional services that enable them to apply end-to-end Machine Learning

intellectual
property and
awards

1 trademark
2018. JT Award Winner - TechPlanters Manila
2016. Seedstars World Manila

deployment to their infrastructure. We help them thru conceptualizing solutions to their most pressing
problems and identify which AI solutions ﬁt their needs. Thru our experience doing this, we were able
to evolve and transform these recurring problems into AI products. To date, we were able to build 3 AIpowered products to easily ﬁt enterprises' general need':
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PhiLiPPiNES

Veer started its business by providing brands and businesses quality virtual reality content to become
memorable in today’s fast-changing technological landscape. From there, it has set its eyes on aviation
and has built Asia’s ﬁrst virtual reality ﬂight safety trainer, Vectus.

Veer Technologies

The key challenges we face are the fact that we need strategic partners and investors to give us the
industry and regulatory insight we need to boost our success in the aviation industry.

Flight safety training simulations for airline cabin crew

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

market analysis
and target
customers

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

There are over 400 commercial airlines globally with a total addressable market of US$4.4bn, but we are
mainly targeting airlines in SEA which are our service addressable market of US$705mn.
Our target customers are commercial airlines that do regular cabin crew training like Asiana Airlines,
Jeju Air, or Korean Air.

ESTABLiShmENT

JUSTiN Lim_CEO

CEO ANd EmPLOyEES 99%

2017. 7

Worked at Microsoft
Philippines for startup
business development
consultancy

LAUNChgARAgE

AddRESS
Unit 295-2D Greenview
Compound, Col. B. Serrano
Ave., 1111 Quezon City, Metro
Manila, Philippines

FOUNdERS
5

CRiSTOPhER dAVid_CTO
Nokia Philippines

KRiSTiAN CAThAN_CCO
Microsoft Philippines

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

1%

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy

marketing
plan
KRW57.5MIL

REVENUE 2018

KRW92MIL

STAFFS
4

Clients includes Philippine Airlines and othervariety of clientele reference

-

Removes the need to visit physical aircrafts, making training more eﬃcient

-

Aims to revolutionize training and education through VR/AR technology, starting with commercial aviation

introduction to the service
What is our
product?
What makes us
diﬀerent?

symposia and conferences. OEM manufacturers such as Airbus and Boeing are also a potential
distribution channel.

KRW4.6MIL

REVENUE 2016

-

We plan to expand regionally in SEA through creating strategic partnerships and attending aviation

Business
model
Launching
schedule

history and
vision

We have launched the product in 2018 and are continuously adding to the modules we can oﬀer, as well
as sell to other airlines as quickly as possible. We have recently started pilot agreement conversations
with the AirAsia Group and were accepted into the Smart Airways Accelerator of the HK Science and

Veer was founded in 2016 with the idea to make VR mainstream through entertainment. We had gone
through multiple pivots before we arrived in the enterprise sector focusing on aviation in 2017. This was
when PAL Express reached out to the company seeking for new innovations for their diﬀerent business
practices.

It can be provided at a much lower rate compared to other solutions in the market. This is because Veer
to date. Veer pioneered VR technology in the country and has priority access to the top talent in the

within a term.

introduction to the company

Vectus is Civil Aviation approved and is currently being used by Philippines Airlines and PAL Express.
founded VR Philippines, the largest VR developer community in the Philippines, with over 4000 members

Contract durations areusually 5 years long in the industry, and the airline has the option to pay upfront or

Technology Park with Cathay Paciﬁc Airways as its adoption partner.

Veer built Vectus, Asia’s ﬁrst fully deployed and Civil Aviation-certiﬁed VR ﬂight safety trainer. It is used to
make cabin crew training more interactive, eﬃcient, and eﬀective for commercial airlines.

Veer charges airlines a fee per crew member per year for unlimited access to its available modules.

investment

We are raising a Seed round of US$500K as our ﬁrst round of funding. Veer has not actively raised any
funding until September 2019 as we wanted to prove that we can survive on revenues alone prior to
raising. At this point, we are moving from a survival-focused strategy to one that prioritized growth.

Philippines, whose talent rates are much lower compared to its competition.

intellectual
property and
awards

Veer owns Vectus as its intellectual property, but the product has not yet been patented in the local
Intellectual Property Oﬃce.
Startup School from Y Combinator, Top 10 Total Startupper of the Year Award, Finalist Leave a Nest
Techplanter 2019, Seedstars Manila, and Techtonic 2017. National Winner BeFast.TV’s Your Way 2 Silicon
Valley in 2018.
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SiNgAPORE

Fooyo Pte. Ltd.

Tourism Destination Digitalization Company

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

ESTABLiShmENT

Li ShAOhUAN_CEO

CEO ANd EmPLOyEES

87.5%

2014. 11

Tech entrepreneur

Big BANg ANgELS

12.5%

AddRESS
Blk 81 Ayer Rajah Crescent,
#01-58,
Singapore 139967

mEmBERS
18

6+ years knowledges in

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2018. 9

Individual

Seed

industry digitalization

ChEN ZEyU_CTO
Big data platform expert

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy

SGD 400k

REVENUE 2016

355,089 SGD

LiU yANgFAN_COO

REVENUE 2017

447,070 SGD

MediaTek

REVENUE 2018

852,769 SGD

-

CClients includes City/District Tourism Bureaus, Attractions, Hotel Groups, Shopping Mall Groups, F&B Groups.

-

Sentosa, RWS by Genting, Park Hotel, KFC&Pizzahut, Chongqing Tourism Bureau, JLL, Konica Minolta, etc.

-

Start from destinations targeting outbound Chinese tourists on the WeChat platform.

-

Aims to cover the digitalization of various post-arrival experience scenarios to enhance experiences and increase onsite spending.

introduction to the service
What is
Fooyo
Smart Tourism?

market analysis
and target
customers
marketing
plan

trip. Fooyo focuses on creating on-site digital solutions to enhance experiences for visitors and improve
operational eﬃciencies for tourism destinations owners.

Then we cover other tourism-related businessess, such as hotels,shopping malls, F&B, and activities.
Asian and European countries are among the ﬁrst priorities.

We do direct sales and operations for 20% of cities. For other 80% countries, we partner with local
distribution partners who have strong connections with local tourism industry players. The partners can
be travel assets owners, telecom companies, cloud solution providers, system integrators. We start with
cities and attractions, then hotel groups, F&Bs, and shopping malls.

Business
model

B2B+ B2B2C. We provide smart tourism solutions to tourist destinations. It is a customization plus
subscription model. They subscribe to use our smart tourism engines and pay a customization fee for UI
and content customization. The customization fee ranges depending on the amounts of customization. For
add-on services such as e-commerce, we also work out a revenue-sharing model, to share the revenue on
the ticket sales.

Smart tourism is a subset of Smart City. It integrates the city tourism data and aggregates the contents
and services of a city. Smart tourism covers the lifecycle of a visitor, from pre-trip to on-site and post-

Our ﬁrst target customers are cities and attractions owners serving good number of Chinese tourists.

Launching
schedule

Fooyo has launched several core smart tourism engines for attractions in 2018. They have been launched
in Singapore and Chongqing in 2019. Fooyo is now inventing solutions which cover more onsite scenarios
such as shopping and transportation. Now Fooyo is explore expanding the market to ASEAN countries
and more Asian and European countries.

Fooyo Travel is an AI-empowered smart tourism assistant solution for visitors to experience an authentic
travel destination. The solution provides personalized and dynamic service suggestions based on the
contexts and user preferences. It helps visitors improve their onsite travel experiences by relying on
AI technologies when human assistants may not be accessible. The visitors’ behaviours data are also
important insights for the travel destination owners to plan for better marketing campaigns.

What are
the
diﬀerences?

The unique differentiation is that our solution is aggregates not only contents, but also services. It
is an context-aware engine, where personalized dynamic suggestions are provided instead of static
information.
With in-house developed AI engines and integrated AI products, the Fooyo Travel product is able to give
personalized suggestions on various scenarios at your current time and location. It also has the capability

introduction to the company
history and
vision
investment

Started by four alumni from National University of Singapore(NUS) in 2014, Fooyo has been constantly
making great breakthroughs in the smart digital solution ﬁeld. We believe that “user-centric design” and
“data-driven technology” will be driven forces for modern businesses to become eﬃcient and scalable.
Fooyo raised the seeds funding in 2018 from a private investor, the amount is 400k SGD (300k USD).

to integrate with third-party data, such as the queue info and weather, to give dynamic suggestions to the
visitors.

intellectual
property and
awards
30

2019.3. Hack Osaka 2019, Bronze Medal.
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ThAiLANd

Bellugg Group Co.,Ltd.
Tourism logistics platform for tourists and tourism ecosystem

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

SiThi NERNgChAmNONg

CO-FOUNdERS

70.0%

2016. 3

ANgEL iNVESTORS

10.5%

AddRESS

- Ex Investment Banker Associate
- MBA from Tsinghua University
- Lead in Operating and Finance

VENTURE CAPiTAL

19.5%

52/38 Floor11

SiPAViCh dhUmRONgVARAPORN

Saladang 2
Bangkok, Thailand

mEmBERS
60

_CO-FOUNDER & CO-CEO

_CO-FOUNDER & CO-CEO

- Ex Branding and Trade Marketing
- MBA from Sun Yat-Sen University
- Lead in Sales & Marketing

PONgPAT RATANAAmORNPiN_CMO
- 7 yrs application and web Development
- 3 yrs in IT consulting
- Expertise in cloud architecture &
Mobile app development

D E L I V E R Y

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

ESTABLiShmENT

Silom Condominium

-

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

L U G G A G E

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2016
2017
2018
2019

Co-Founder
Angels
VC
VCs

Bootstrap
Pre-seed
Seed
Pre-A

REVENUE 2017

USD130k

REVENUE 2018

USD1.1mn

REVENUE 2019F

USD3mn

market analysis
and target
customers

Our main target is FIT tourists that travel by themselves. Tourism industry has been growing with an
average CAGR growth of 10% (Countries in South East Asia and East Asia). We see the trend shifting from
travelling as group tour to FIT, travel by themselves. Tourism logistics platform is unprecedented in the
industry before. Therefore, there is huge opportunity that we can capitalize on from luggage delivery
services, storage services, delivery services for shopping goods.

End users are FIT (Free Independent Traveler). Clients or partners includes Airlines, Brands, Hotels, Travel agencies, Banks such as Thai

We estimated the tourists population in SEA and East Asia at an approximate number of 200mn, which

Airways, Air Asia, Bangkok Airways, Tao Kae Noi, Minor Group, Centara, Monkey Travel, Hana tour, Ctrip, Shinhan Bank, etc.

is equivalent to the market size of around USD 1.2bn on an assumption of 30% is FIT and 20USD per

-

Luggage Delivery Service between airport and hotel, Storage Service, and Tourists Commerce Platform

luggage per person.

-

Aims to be the Logistics platform designed speciﬁcally for tourists

introduction to the service
What is Luggage
delivery Service /
Storage Service /
Tourists Commerce
Platform ?

marketing
plan

analysis and future plan.

from airport to hotel on arrival date or from hotel to airport on departure date.

stores or airports.
Tourists Commerce Platform is platform for shop or brand that targets tourists. The platform can be
integrated with existing POS or used separately to use our delivery services to airport or hotel.

through parentship with hotels, airlines, and travel agencies for oﬄine channel.
Moreover, the company has been collecting tourist’s data both inbound and outbound for marketing

Luggage Delivery Service between the airport and hotel is the service for tourist to send luggage directly

Storage Service is to storage any belonging at the our available locations such as at major department

Online marketing has been the primary tools to reach out to targeted customers. Another approach is

Business
model

Luggage delivery service is priced on average USD10-20 depending on cities. Storage services is price on
average 3USD per piece per day. And tourist commerce platform is priced around USD3-5 per parcel.

introduction to the company

Bellugg has positioned ourselves ad Tourism Logistics company by focusing on solving logistics problem
particularly for tourists. We started our services in Bangkok, Thailand and recently expanded our
footprints to Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Korea, and Japan.

history and
vision
investment

intellectual
property and
awards

32

Bellugg has been founded in 2016. Long term objective is to expand all over SEA and East Asia to be
number one in providing logistics for tourists.

The company is looking for strategic investor to co-invest with our pre-series A round. The available
ticket size is USD900k.

Trademarks registered in 10 countries.
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CloudMall – End-to-end online distributor. CloudMall helps SMEs to distributor and sell their products on
online marketplaces around the world including Amazon, eBay, Etsy.

CloudCommerce Co., Ltd
Cross-border E-commerce Solutions for SMEs

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2016

AddRESS
1/269 Jangwatan 14th
Laksi, Bangkok 10210
Thailand

mEmBERS
20

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
WOOTiNUN SUNgONg_CEO
15 years experience in crossborder e-commerce industry

ThAChANAN SUNgONg_CTO
10 years experience in
E-commerce platform
development

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
CEO ANd EmPLOyEES 68.42%
EXPARA

6.37%

iOiC

11.75%

500

6.46%

dTAC & OThERS

7.06%

WORRAViT
ChANTARAViROJ_CMO
10 years experience in
China-Thai E-commerce

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2018
2019

IOIC/500/DTAC
Expara/IOIC/500

Seed
Pre-A

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy

$300,000

REVENUE 2018

$700,000

eBay), banks and governments in order to solve the pain points of SMEs.
With over 15 years of its founders, CloudCommerce built the platform from seller’s perspective. Its use
new technology and new platform business concept to create new business model that will reduce cost
and enhance eﬃciency to SMEs.

$1,200,000

-

Over 25,000 SMEs in the platforms: FastShip, FastBox, CloudMall

-

Help SMEs to expand their products to global marketplaces including Amazon, eBay, Etsy etc.

-

Using technology to streamline fulﬁllment and logistic processes between e-marketplaces and 3PLs and utilize unused cargo spaces

introduction to the service
Complete
solutions
for cross-border
e-commerce

e-commerce market. It works closely with industry partners including online marketplaces (Amazon,

$5,000,000

REVENUE 2017

REVENUE 2019E

CloudCommerce continuously develops new products and features to help SMEs compete in global

FastShip – Cross-border logistic for e-commerce. FastShip uses technology to help SMEs streamline
business processes between marketplaces and logistic providers such as creating AWB and tracking
shipment status. The technology also reduce costs by utilizing unused freight cargo spaces

market analysis
and target
customers
marketing
plan
Business
model
Launching
schedule

Target customers are SMEs in Southeast Asia which contribute over $700 Billion in GDP. However, most
of them are struggle to expand market globally. E-commerce is the new opportunity but they need
technology and platform to enable them to compete in this new market.,

CloudCommerce acquires users from three channels: 1) Online channels such as Google Adwords,
Facebook, 2) Aﬃliate and referral program via online coach and oﬄine training school, 3) Workshop &
partnership with corporate such as banks, marketplaces and government
The company has 2 revenue streams. First, it charges logistic and fulﬁllment fees for every shipments via
FastShip and FastBox. Second, it get product margin for the products that sold through CloudMall

CloudCommerce launched FastShip in 2017 and develop more features to the platform including ﬁrstmile to last-mile automation, Harmonized code and landed costs calculator, Line mini app.
The company is now developing its second product, FastBox in 2019 and will fully launched in 2020.

introduction to the company
FastBox – Oversea fulﬁllment for e-commerce. FastBox is the platform that connect oversea warehouses

history and
vision

CloudCommerce has been found in 2016 after successfully won the ﬁnalist in DTAC Accelerate batch #4.
With the long-term pain points of the founder, he built the technology platform to make it easy for SMEs
to go global.

into single network in order to enable SMEs to store inventories closer to buyers. It helps SMEs reduce
logistic costs and delivery time.

investment

The company raised $300,000 USD Seed round in 2018 and $500,000 USD Pre-series A round in 2019. The
company also receive $200,000 USD grants from Thai government (DEPA & NIA). Current valuation is
$5,000,0000 USD.

intellectual
property and
awards
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2016 DTAC Accelerate batch #4
2017 In2Korea
2018 Spark batch #2
2018 DEPA Accelerator
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ViETNAm

Gratiot is one of top platform in Viet nam, .
ㆍOver 30 devices in smart home applications
ㆍR&D some device for smart farm

gratiot iOT platform
COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2013

AddRESS

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
LE ThANh TUAN_CEO

ㆍDeveloped a full ecosystem for smart home
ㆍSupported connectivity standard, Ethernet, Rs485, Wiﬁ, Zigbee, RF, NB-IOT

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
FOUNdERS

100%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

CTO SohaGame - VCcrop
10 year experience in building
IT infrastructure

Who is
gratiot
customers?

The growth of smart-home in Vietnam and Southeast Asia is promising and worth the investment.
According to Statista.com, from 2019 to 2023 Vietnam has a growth rate from 109M to 350M

We ﬁrstly focus on smart-home section, producing smart devices and provide directly to users. Then,
we will collaborate with electronics manufacturers to integrate the modules directly into their products,
such as: air conditioner, refrigerator, washing machine, water puriﬁer …

@902 Floor, The Spack,

5 year experience in IoT

Duong noi, Ha Dong,

device programming

In the next step, we will corporate with partners in other areas such as smart-farm, smart-building, smart-

dONg VAN ThiNh_CTO

city... Our partners can deploy on deployment, trade, customers in speciﬁc ﬁelds, we have the technology

Ha noi, Viet Nam

mEmBERS

7 years of backend

10

programming experience

and platform to develop together.

with large load system

-

Clients includes household, electronics company, agricultural technology, education, transportation, government

-

Reduce time and cost of development/R&D for IOT device

-

AmOUNT

market analysis
and target
customers

Business
model

Aims to build the platform advances for equipment IOT applications in the ﬁelds of smart home, smart buildings, smart farming, smart

Business
plan

transportation, smart cities,…

introduction to the service
What is
gratiot?

smart building, smart farm, smart city to bring core technology applied in each speciﬁc ﬁelds of life.

2019 - 2022 cooperating with partners to develop smart home business system, reaching the top 3 among
smart home brands in Vietnam
2020 - 2025 in collaboration with partners to apply Gratiot in Agriculture, Transport, and Education.Seeking for partners in commercializing smart farm products that were successfully built and tested last
year.-Seeking for partners in GPS tracking applications for transportation.-Seeking for IoT development
partners for Education sector

Gratiot IoT is a platform that allows IoT devices to connect simply, reduce time of developing IoT devices.
The platform enables developers and production partners to shorten development time based on
existing standards.
Gratiot allows unlimited numbers of connected devices. It is expandable depending on the corresponding

introduction to the company

number of devices
Gratiot is built on M2M peer-to-peer communication mechanism.
Gratiot has the ability to store and connect decentralized
Gratiot has built a mechanism to encrypt transmission data and content, ensuring the confidentiality of data users.

Key
Features

We focus on seeking for organizations that get development advantage in each ﬁelds such as: smart home,

- Connect, expand to unlimited number of IoT devices
- Decentralized and peer-to-peer communication
- Secure SSL

About
hong Phuc JSC

Our company was established in 2013. The initial goal is to develop and deploy information technology
services.
In 2015, we invested in agriculture with a 6ha integrated farm, 3 food stores under the Hong Phuc Foods
brand, applying IoT technology in farm management and production.
In 2017, we invested in the Gratiot platform (the development and application platform on our farms
and stores).
We are currently looking for investors for Gratiot project. Besides current founders, the project has not
accepted any oﬀer from other investors
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ViETNAm

UC ChAU TRAdiNg CORP
Enable Blockchain-based financial services for customers

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2015

AddRESS

10A Phan Ngu Street,
Dakao Ward, Distric 1,
HCMC, Vietnam

OF FOUNdERS
FOUNdERS
3

OF STAFFS
STAFFS
500

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
We are
are one
oneteam
teamofof
excellent
individ-ualswith
with
excellent individ-uals
tens of
of experienced
experiencedyears
years
in ﬁnancial
nancialmarket
marketwho
who
take key
key role-s
role-sand
andhave
have
remarkable
achievementsatat
remarkable achievements
well-known
banks,ﬁﬁnancial
nancial
well-known banks,
companies
andﬁﬁn-tech
n-tech
companies and
in Vietnam
Vietnamsuch
suchas
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/
hiSTORy
STRUCTURE
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE
Our aim
is to build
yEAR
iNVESTOR
AmOUNT
US$ 150,000
REVENUE 2016
tech-ﬁnance by the
US$ 30,000
REVENUE
2017
coordination with Vietnam
Blockchain Corporation
REVENUE 2018 US$ 136,000
in order to oﬀer modern
ﬁnancial solutions to
custom-ers.
We are still
US$ 150,000
REVENUE
2016
looking for potential
US$ 30,000
REVENUE
2017
investors to accompany with
* Source : Company data
us in thi-s challengeable
and
US$ 136,000
REVENUE
2018
proﬁtable path.

-

Provide a platform where customer can follow their proﬁles end-to-end

-

Create transparent and trustworthy information to customer from ﬁnancial institutions, in both lending and payment procedure

-

Update customers’ historical data constantly for ﬁnancial institutions’ decision

introduction to the service
Our ﬁnancial
services
What is ﬁnancial
services base on
Block chain?

We are financial service providers who distribute financial solutions offered by banks and financial
institutions to individuals and businesses, including cash loan, life and non-life insurance, investment
and collection

market analysis
and target
customers

marketing
plan

(3) Customers could submit a new loan or buy a new insurance package anytime they want with various
oﬀers from banks / insurance partners or credit providers based on the support of Fservices sales team

Business
model
Launching
schedule

perfected.

or companies operating in this sector, so, we hope to conquer our strict customers by the most services.

Fservices’ services to customers are distributed under direct marketing, telemarketing and digital channels.
We work with technological compa-nies to acquire new steps in the process of approaching and serving
customers better and more competitive
Block chain-ﬁnance is a big project which we have launching for 2 months while main businesses are
running as normal.
2019 – 2020: End-to-end procedure to bring customers fully unique experience for a ﬁnancial service
2020 – 2021: Create a big source of credit-scored customer data
Since 2022: Connect ﬁnancial service providers and customers at present and aim to P2P lending model
in near future

introduction to the company
history and
vision
Diﬀerentiation

Established in 2015, operating in oil import from Australia. Since Jul 2018,lauching a new line of business
named ﬁnancial consulting services. Vision for next 5 years: Top 3 big ﬁnancial consulting companies in
Vietnam based on Big Data.
We do ﬁnance seriously based on block chain technology. We do serve our customers transparently from
door to end, which Vietnamese customers desire but other ﬁnancial institutions have not done ever.
P2P lending is the long-term target in our path. It origins from what we are implementing right now.

intellectual
property and
awards
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customers. Online and oﬄine marketing are used as well. You know, in Vietnam, there are so many units

from submission to payment. Mobil-ize selling process and customer proﬁle management for staﬀ

in document collection and initial appraisal as well as credit scoring system.
(4) P2P lending built on Block chain platform is the long-term objective after (1) (2) (3) are improved and

Almost we base on brand of banks and ﬁnancial institutions to do marketing and our services to satisfy

To do this, we choose Block chain to make us better and better so far.

(2) Monthly payments for a loan or an insurance package become easier and quicker than ever due to
payment gate embedded into the Fservices’ mobile app

micro small businesses has not served and approached by banks, and ﬁnancial institutions because of

changing. It is promised to extract this big resource.

served with ﬁnancial services based on Block chain technology. It means that:

Fservices’ system before if any

Financial market in Vietnam now is strongly segmented, and a large part of individuals and small and

90 percent of population and over have not had insurance contract, while the Vietnamese’s awareness is

telemarketing, and even online marketing to process their proﬁle only. Coming to Fservices, clients will be

ﬁnancial proﬁle and application info mobile app together with all historical data recorded in the

at least in the labor age. They are our potential clients in near future.

low income or credit. So, they will be our target customers next 3 years.

As traditional model, clients will be approached and engaged by salesmen through direct marketing,

(1) By a click only or a QR code scan on a mobile phone, a customer could ﬁnd out his real-time updated

Vietnam is a large market with approximately 100 million people in the following 3 years with 30 percent

Member of YEND Frontier
Member of HUBA, Vietnam
Block chain-ﬁnance (on going)
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BRUNEi

mEmORi BN ENTERPRiSE
Aﬀordable and accessible legacy planning services.

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2018. 4

AddRESS

Lvl 2, iCentre building,
Spg 32-37,
Kg Anggerek Desa, Jalan
Berakas, Bandar Seri
Begawan, BB3713,
Brunei Darussalam.

mEmBERS
8

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
QUEENiE ChONg_CEO

10 years in family-owned
funeral services.
3 years in venture building.
Certiﬁed Will planner

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
CO-FOUNdERS

80%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

iNVESTORS

20%

2018
2019

113 Venture
Asian Royal Family

Seed
Seed

JONAThAN TAN_COO

9 years in investment
banking in tech

market analysis
and target
customers

REVENUE 2017

Nil

REVENUE 2018

Nil

to talk about end of life and the misconception about the complexity and cost of the process. Memori is
currently based in Brunei, we aim to expand into Singapore and Malaysia next year.

We have already signed agreements and MoU with key partners such as insurance agency, funeral
directors and lawyers to educate and cross sale to generate leads. By having ready clients through our
partners reduce our marketing costs.

mARK ChENg_HEAD OF

EXPANSION
11 years in venture building,
specializing in tech & blockchain

-

Partners include legal ﬁrms, insurance agents and funeral directors

-

For everyday person to manage ‘every aspect of their legacy’

-

Aims to disrupt the bereavement industry by simplifying the process of preparing end of life and demystifying a topic that is considered
taboo in South-East Asia, to enable everyone to leave a better legacy behind for their loved ones.

introduction to the service
What is aﬀordable
and accessible
legacy planning
services?

marketing
plan

It is estimated at least 80% of South-East Asia’s population do not have wills, because it is a social taboo

Memori is a one-stop online platform that provides aﬀordable and accessible legacy planning services.

Business
model
Launching
schedule

It is estimated that more 80% of ASEAN countries do not have wills because of the taboo related to end of

is ranging from USD 30~50 depending on monthly or annually subscription.

Memori has competed the Minimum Viable Product in June and have been continue validating it since.
The company plans to upgrade its technology by end of 2019.

introduction to the company

We offer online Will writing, storage for documents and a hybrid-commerce that features insurance
packages and bereavement products & services.

Providing online will writing and my instructions at a cost ranging from USD 35 ~ 75. As for the storage, it

history and
vision

Memori is founded in 2018 and has gone on to be validated and recognized by international start-up
competitions; finalist for Echelon APAC TOP100, finalist for Alpha Startups: Fintech Edition by 1337
Ventures, Top Start-up for Cycle 4 of the Brunei Darussalam Enterprise (DARe) Start-up Bootcamp, Crowd
Favorite and Top 10 for Techsauce Global Summit Startup Pitch Championship , ASEAN Impact Challenge

life and a perception by economically disadvantaged people that the cost of these services is out of reach.

and Pitch at Palace ASEAN.

Lack of a will can cause family dispute, loss of estate to government, loss of position in community, loss of
protected residence, and etc.
Memori also has a series of legacy planning workshops to educate people on preparing for their legacy at

investment

We are raising USD 250,000 for 20% which more than half has been committed.

diﬀerent stages of life. We equip people with the know-how and resources required to navigate through
the maze of life to reach their end goals.

What is memori
addressing?

ㆍGlobal lack of aﬀordable and accessibility to legacy planning solutions.
ㆍNo 1-stop online shop for legacy planning.
ㆍNo space to talk about social taboo about end of life.

intellectual
property and
awards

ASEAN Business Awards (ABA) 2019 under the category of Startup and IDE

ㆍLack of digital storage on Blockchain in Southeast Asia that provides access to your pre-selected
beneﬁciaries when passed on.
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CAmBOdiA

Morakot Technology CO., Ltd
Simple and Reliable Core-banking Software for Microfinance
Institutions and Banks

COmPANy

REVENUE
2017
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

ESTABLiShmENT

SOPhORTh KhUON_CEO

SOPhORTh KhUON 32.95%

2015. 2

19 Years experiences
In IT in which 10 years
experiences in microﬁnance
and bank

BUNThA Ly

24.71%

PhALLy POR

24.71%

BUNThA Ly_CTO

SBC g LTd

17 Years experiences
in IT, Microﬁnance and Bank

SAdiF LP

AddRESS
2nd Floor, Building 07
Street 300, Boeng Kengkang
Phnom Penh, Cambodia

mEmBERS

0.58%
13.33%

22 Years experiences
In Business Development

-

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2017.4
2018.11

FinTech Innovation
SADIF LP

$25,000
$200,000

FiNTECh iNNOVATiON 2.89%

PhALLy POR_ADVISOR

25

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTyREVENUE

USD685K

REVENUE 2016

USD280K

REVENUE 2017

USD348K

REVENUE 2018

USD340K

REVENUE 2019E

USD800K

Morakot Technologies is a cloud-based core banking platform for microﬁnance institutions and banks. Morakot was founded in 2014 by a
group of banking, technology and microﬁnance veterans to provide secured, customizable and reliable software-as-a-service solutions in

market analysis
and target
customers

Since its launch in 2015, the company has served 40 microﬁnance institutions and bank with 150,000 clients and a collective loan portfolio
of over US$260 million in Myanmar and Cambodia

introduction to the service

marketing
plan

Business
model

Philippine with 1800 MFIs and Indonesia with 1200 MFIs.

Our most eﬀective marketing tactic is word-of-mouth where the happy client recommend our solutions
to other MFIs and banks. We also cater referral and partnership program with shared revenue model.
Public relation also help us in getting potential customers. We have joined and sponsor most of the

There are 2 pricing models.
a) Package license based: Implementation Fee: USD5000 – USD20,000, Software License Fee: USD45,000 –
USD250,000 This comes with annual maintenance fee (20% of Initial software fee) and annual user license
fee ($250 per user per year)
b) Monthly Subscription based: We charge monthly fee USD0.25 per customer per month. With the
minimum charge of USD 390 per month. This also incur the one-time implementation Fee of USD5,000

source technology in our product development. The system is highly conﬁgurable. This could signiﬁcantly

The system consists of the following core modules and functionalities:

Cambodia. We have also entered Myanmar market with more than 300 MFIs. Our next countries will be

industry related events.

We provide cloud-based core-banking system to those MFIs, Credit Operators and Banks. We use openbring down the total cost of ownership and shorten the implementation time.

300 Credit operators in

It is estimated that there are more than 10,000 MFIs globally.

Cambodia.
-

We are currently targeting local Microﬁnance Intuitions (MFI) in Cambodia. There are more 70 MFIs and

Launching
schedule

Morakot Technology has already launched our product since November 2015. We are currently serving
40 MFIs and Banks.

Customer Management, Account, Savings and Deposits, Loans, Teller Function, Fund Transfer, Accounting,
Reporting, Multi-branch, Multi-Currency, Collateral, Credit Scoring, Credit Bureau Integration, Payment
Service Integration and System Administration.

introduction to the company

We aim to help Microﬁnance Institutions and Banks transform themselves from traditional banking
experiences to fully digital banking. In order to achieve this, here are ours strategies:
a) Branchless: With our fully web-based and centralized system, Microﬁnance and Bank employee could

history and
vision

investment

without the need of handling physical cash.

44

We raised our seed round in 2018 from SADIF with amount USD200,000. We currently seeking to raise
another USD5 mil for our expansion to Philippine and Indonesia. The fund will be also be used for our
next FinTech solutions project.

c) Cashless: With strong partnership with payment service providers and the availability of our APIs,
our solution could connect to any 3rd parties application, this enable Microﬁnance and Bank transact

secured, customizable and reliable software-as-a-service solutions in Cambodia.
clients and a collective loan portfolio of over US$260 million in Myanmar and Cambodia.

branch oﬃce.

paperwork or even paperless. Loans and transaction could be done immediately via the mobile app.

Morakot was founded in 2014 by a group of banking, technology and microﬁnance veterans to provide
Since its launch in 2015, the company has served 40 microﬁnance institutions and bank with 150,000

work from anywhere and any time with the internet connection without the need to have a physical

b) Paperless: Mobile and Tablet applications help Microﬁnance and Bank reduce signiﬁcation amount of

Morakot Technologies is a cloud-based core banking platform for microﬁnance institutions and banks.

intellectual
property and
awards

We haven’t ﬁled any patent so far. In 2017, we were selected as part Startupbootcamp FinTech program
in Singapore and we also received Cambodia Young Entrepreneur Award in Smart Technology. Later in
2018, we received the 1st Place in Cambodia ICT Award 2018.
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iNdONESiA

PT global inovasi Siber indonesia
#1 Crowdsourced Cyber Security Platform in Indonesia

COmPANy

REVENUE
2017
iNFORmATiON

ESTABLiShmENT
2018

AddRESS
Menara Bandung Digital
Valley, 4th Fl.
Jalan Gegerkalong Hilir No. 47
Kota Bandung, Jawa Barat 40152

mEmBERS
2

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
giRiNdRO PRiNggO
digdO_CEO

7 years experience in
Information and Cyber
Security, doing Penetration
Testing, ISMS, Risk
Management, Education

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
FOUNdERS

88%

INDIGO 2Nd TRENCh

12%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2018
2019

1st

Pre-Seed
Pre-Seed

REVENUE 2019E

Indigo
Trench
Indigo 2nd Trench

- Find the vulnerabilities on early stage
- Collaboration with hackers (bughunters)
- Real time reporting for vulnerability

KRW37mil

- Educate the people through Cyber Security Awareness and Cyber Security Technical Program

mUhAmmAd
ShiFA ZULFiKAR_COO

4+ years experience in
Computer Operation, doing
Network and SysAdmin,
Design and Collaboration

-

Clients includes Government, State-owned Company, Telco, Ecommerce, Fintech, Education Platform, Insurance, Artiﬁcial Intelligence

-

Manage Vulnerability Disclosure Program and act as Vulnerability Coordination Center

-

Aims to be Trusted Cyber Security Solution

introduction to the service
What is
CyBERARmy?

CyberArmy is Crowdsourced Cyber Security Platform that enable:

Cyber Army Indonesia (CyberArmyID) is a company in the field of Security and Information
Security. At present CyberArmyID focuses on Vulnerability Disclosure Program (VDP), ranging from
connecting security researchers (Bughunters) to affected companies / organizations; manage reports
of vulnerabilities that have entered; analyzing the impact; and giving rewards to colleagues who have
participated in reporting.

- Security standard in every aspect on entities

market analysis
and target
customers
marketing
plan
Business
model
Launching
schedule

Our relevant market are from Government and Private Sectors. There are millions companies in
Indonesia and our target 1% from these companies. Our relevant market size: US$100,000,000

CyberArmy will use Collaboration with Companies. We do collaboration with companies which have
many clients in security testing needed. Each IT project has part of security job. We will utilize this
opportunity to use our platform.
Providing Cyber Security solution in companies is our profit model. Installation cost and monthly
maintenance ranging from KRW10~100mil depending on the size of application and features.

CyberArmy has competed the development of the core functions on August 2018. The company
completed the development of all functions in its solution in 2019, while it plans to expand into process
efficiently gain sector by implementing machine learning techniques along with data collection in
process engineering ﬁeld.

CyberArmyID providing technical and awareness training related to information and cyber security as well.
At present, CyberArmyID also plays a role as a Coordinating Center for Security from the public sector,
the results of which are expected to become a reference for integrated Information and Cyber Security

introduction to the company

in Indonesia. In September 2018 the Cyber Army (CA) platform was first published. At that time 200
registered bug hunters and several startups were registered. This platform was eﬀectively put into use
in October 2018. Several organizations, both government and private, have participated in the VDP
program.
Currently CyberArmy has collected more than 1000 Bughunters from various cities in Indonesia, various
professions and various ages. In terms of reports, the CyberArmy has collected more than 800 reports of

history and
vision
investment

vulnerabilities spread across 70+ applications. Each of these reports has a diﬀerent type of vulnerability,

CyberArmy has been found in June 2018 after successfully developing Cyber Security Platform for
Hackers and Organizaiton. Long-term objective is to expand into Education and Talent Pooling &
Mapping speciﬁcally in Cyber Security for companies.
The company has had some the experience in fund raising but is looking to raise USD 600k. The funds
will be utilized for expansion, software developments & operations that will be to meet our market
demand and provide a better seamless service, collect and analyze deep data.

and there are also invalid and duplicate reports (the same type of vulnerability as a diﬀerent Bughunter).
In addition, we also validate this report to deﬁne the level of risk that can occur in the vulnerabilities that
have been reported.
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intellectual
property and
awards

CyberArmy platform as a proprietary of CyberArmyID. Domestic patent applied.
2019. 11 Indigo Incubator Program – Market Validation Stage
2019. 8. Top 23 Fundable Startups (attended by more than 1000 startups) by Indonesia Fundfest
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LAOS

market analysis
and target
customers

giNLA

marketing
plan

Food advertisement, Restaurant Directory

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2019

AddRESS
FOUNdERS
2

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
SUNEPhA dETVONgSA_CEO
PhAViNA dETVONgSA_COO

Business
model

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
FOUNdERS

75%

EmPLOyEES

15%

ANgELS

10%

KhAmPASiTh
ChANThAVONg_CTO

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2019

TOHLAO

Incubation
and space

REVENUE 2019

Launching
schedule

visited by the tourists. Food and beverages company who want to promote their products to our fans
(users) in our platform.
Both online and Oﬄine but mainly online. The company plan to expand by create more contents and
partnerships with other brands.

Our biggest source of incomes is from advertisement of food and restaurants and content creation
related to food, commission charge from food delivery company, subscription fee from users and
restaurant owners, marketing consultant service for restaurant and restaurants and food data base.
The company has plan to oﬃcially launch in March 2020.

introduction to the company

6

Ginla is restaurant directory service, food review and food blogs platform.

history and
vision
investment

introduction to the service
What is restaurant
directory service,
food review and food
blogs platform

then we will expand to Luangprabang, Savannakhet and Pakse which are provinces that are mostly

N/A

STAFFS

-

First target is restaurants in Vientiane Capital who need advertisement and want to be in our platform,

Reviewers make consumers make smarter choices, today many people read reviews before
purchase something from food to house. Since there are so many alternative choices to choose the
consumers want to the best thing for themselves. In the past, without the heavy usage of internet

intellectual
property and
awards

Ginla came from food blogger name Thongtaek which founded in 2018. Our vision is Thinking of Food
Thinking of Ginla

The company does not have the experience in fund raising but is looking to raise 300,000 USD.The fund
will be utilized for operations and content creation.

Winner of Startup Weekend Vientiane 2019

people rely on word of mouth in their decision making to purchase something. Food review is one
of the fast-growing sectors in Laos especially in the Vientiane because the younger generation eat
out more, more restaurants are growing.
However, food reviewers and food bloggers in Laos were base in social medias such as Facebook
and Instagram which not appropriate for the customers or users. So, we decide to create our own
platform which is a restaurant directory that has many languages and user friendly. With this
platform users will be able to choose the best restaurant that suite their needs and wants.

Diﬀerentiate

48

The key diﬀerentiation is that it’s specialized in food only. The platform is everything about food. And it
also has many languages such as Laos, English, Chinese and Korea, for tourists who visit Laos.
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mALAySiA

market analysis
and target
customers

SERV TEChNOLOgy Sdn Bhd

SERV is targeting the automotive industry, emphasizing on the whole experience of owning a car. The
positive growth over the years in the sales of vehicles, especially cars has increased the demand for
vehicle service providers. Looking forward to the future, SERV is planning to expand the platforms
throughout the Southeast Asia region as the automotive overview of the areas is very large. Among the
pioneer in the on-demand industry for vehicle maintenance, SERV knows the opportunity to grow the
business is available now due to the level of technology that the world and targeted audience’s lifestyle

Automotive & Mobility

have reached. It was also observed that the on-demand industry has been rising throughout the world.
This is in relation to the blooming number of urban workers in busy city centres.
At the same time, SERV realised that most lady drivers have issues with the thoughts of going to the

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

workshop. They are uncomfortable as it has been an unfamiliar environment for them. Hence, both

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

millenials and lady drivers are not exposed on how to own and maintain a car. Despite the heavy
presence of the internet in their daily lives, sometimes the information can be overwhelming for them.

ESTABLiShmENT

ARiEF imRAN_CEO

2017. 7

14 years experience

AddRESS

entrepreneur

F1-26-08 Tamarind Suites,
Persiaran Multimedia,
63000 Cyberjaya, Selangor,
Malaysia founders

FOUNdERS
2

STAFFS

FOUNdERS

yEAR

100%

iNVESTOR

Plus with their busy schedule, they ﬁnd it hard to squeeze a session to look after their vehicles. Through

AmOUNT

a market study, most urban vehicles insisted that they want to focus on moving to point A to point B
without having to stress over taking care of their vehicle. Hence, SERV decided not to limit the services
on maintenance but instead to cover the whole experience of owning a car.

hAZiQ FARiS_CTO
ex-Googler
10 years experience

REVENUE 2018

275,065

SABRiNA hANiFA_COO
3 years experience

marketing
plan

10

-

SERV marketing plan strategies are done through three medium; oﬄine, online and market partnership.
SERV oﬄine marketing shall include mass media, event exhibitions, roadshows, and will be targeting
public places as they mostly packed with targeted audiences. Offline marketing is also focusing on
branding. This involves setting up billboards on major highways in Malaysia, car stickers distribution to
the users and collector cards for everyone keeping. SERV has also engaged with a public relations agency

SERV is an app that revolutionises the whole experience of owning a vehicle. SERV simpliﬁes vehicle ownership aﬀair by making vehicle

to build the brand and planned the marketing strategy.

information and services accessible under one platform. SERV blends convenience, knowledge as well as automotive services through a

SERV online marketing strategy begins by increasing brand awareness to the public through SEO and

digital ecosystem. Users can now concentrate on moving to point A to point B without having to stress over taking care of their vehicle.

Google Adwords, as well as social media platforms such as LinkedIn, Facebook and Instagram. Besides
that, the strategy involves the hiring of influencers that are relatable to the target audiences to help
promote SERV at their social media platforms. This is to educate the users about their vehicle while
building awareness about the digitalisation of vehicle ownership.

introduction to the service

SERV is also conducting marketing through the market partnership. The partnership can help to increase
SERV visibility to vehicle owners through cross marketing as well as the sharing of users’ databases.
Among the major partners are Boost, the number one lifestyle E-Wallet app in Malaysia and Grab, one of

The SERV app acts as a one-stop vehicle ownership automation tool that enables users to have all their

the unicorn start-up in Southeast Asia.

vehicles need in one place. SERV highlights the three Ls - Lifetime, Lifestyle and Life Care to bring
convenience, transparency and trust for the users.
Now, SERV users can own their vehicles digitally.
Users will be able to request any services and being reminded of any dues that are related to their
vehicles within the app. SERV believes that with the digitalisation of the oﬄine services, users will have
the transparency in terms of vehicle info and payments that they deserved.

Diﬀerentiate

SERV is the sole app that addresses the whole car ownership journey for the users. This made SERV as
a more user-centric app. SERV has aggregated with multiple partners by applying the sharing economy
concept to solve all the problems faced by the users.
Plus, the sharing economy concept has allowed SERV to has a larger chance of scalability opportunity in
expanding the services oﬀered and the location of services. Lastly, SERV is the only app in the market
that provides the Car Health Report to be accessible in the app for the users.

Business
model

SERV’s main product is the user-facing product which is SERV User. The SERV User App or normally called
the SERV App allows users to book a service for their vehicle and manage all booking plus vehicle
information from within the app. The four main issues that SERV address are:
ㆍToo many mobile applications need to be subscribed or used by the users for managing one of their vehicles
ㆍNone of the other mobile applications are providing services that encompass the ownership of vehicles
ㆍTransparency of vehicle data is often neglected
ㆍNo reminders of important dates/dues/anniversaries related to users’ vehicles
To address the issues above, SERV has developed an all-in-one app that would attend the vehicle-related
issues. From the app, users can:
ㆍManage multiple vehicles by owning their vehicles digitally. They are now able to monitor, manage and
decide better on services that are made available to them.
ㆍGet notiﬁcations on important reminders and service records
ㆍExplore a plethora of services with transparency in terms of pricing given to the user’s pre-service.
ㆍView past services and transactions with the ability to access the vehicle conditions in the “Vehicle
Health” section.
SERV revenue model is based on two revenue streams. The ﬁrst revenue stream is from the embedded
service which is from the Service-On-The-Go. SERV has a 25% margin from the Gross Merchandise Value
(GMV) for every service oﬀered to the users. The second revenue stream is generated through the
connected services, which SERV will receive a 5% commission for every transaction.
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myANmAR

mmtutors

Where Eﬃcient Learning Begins

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2017. 7

AddRESS
No. (103),
Second Floor,
Sule Pagoda Road, 1st Ward,
Kyauktatar Township, Yangon

mEmBERS
12

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
PhOOPWiNTEAiN@TAyLOR_CEO
6 yrs.+ of tutoring -Digital
Marketing Spec. at Uber
Myanmar Assistant Maths
Teacher at EMS

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
FOUNdERS

74.21%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

VENTURES ANd ANgELS 25.79%

2018

Ventures

Six-digit

WAi PhyO AUNg@EThAN_CBO
6 yrs.+ Teaching
Operation Executives at
MyanWei Consultant Company

REVENUE 2017

USD 300+

REVENUE 2018

USD 20000+

PhyO WAi yAN@ALEX_COO

REVENUE 2019

USD 40000+

Clients include DKSH, Myanmar Times, Kalbe International, Grand Royal Group and Coca Cola

-

A marketplace for connecting learners with professional tutors

-

To enable people in Myanmar to have a better life with education

introduction to the service
In Myanmar, there are over 17 million of students studying at Government, Private and International
School. The students go to school in the morning, tuitions center in the evening and study with private
tutors at night to review all the lessons from morning. And they are spending on average of 192 USD

matriculation exam result and hence, parents invested a lot in time and money in order to have the
chance for their children to join good universities. In private sector, it is hard to ﬁnd the professional
tutors, no clear market price and there is also inconvenience and issues. Although they still spend al lot, it
and the CIA ﬁgures said that private tutoring market from around the world could grow up to over 200
billion USD in 2020.

marketing
plan
Business
model
Launching
schedule

In Myanmar, the most popular marketing channel is social media marketing especially Facebook. We
focused on that channel and second most eﬀective is word of mouth and referrals. We have event and
campaign as well.
We connect learners, parents and tutors by charging 10-30% hourly commission fees and providing the
daily progress report and self-evaluation tests.

We launched our platform already in Myanmar since 2018 April. Before that we just do oﬄine. We are
planning to launch our app around November 2019. We launched our platform already in Myanmar
since 2018 April. Before that we just do oﬄine. We are planning to launch our app around November
2019.

every month for private education, 76 of 192 USD is spent for private tutoring. Although they are
spending a lot of time and money, they are still facing a lot of problem. Till now, only 31.44 pc of the
matriculation exam students could make it to pass the exam. For the private education sector, price and
quality ratio is quite low. Myanmar is one of the highest private tutoring demands.

introduction to the company

My two other cofounders and I were tutoring for nearly 5 years and parents asked for more time from
us. Since we didn’t have time anymore, we started to connect them with our friends. Finally, we created a
website and start to connect with teachers around the city. Then by using the lean canvas, we identify the
problem and saw that it is really hard to ﬁnd qualiﬁed tutors, no clear market price, lack of performance

history and
vision

has to go far place to teach the students). So, we expanded our business to not just matchmaking but also
providing progress report of the students and record of daily lessons, homework and time. With the help
of the additional service, we can predict the child’s progress or suggest parents to change the tutor or

investment

between parents, learners and tutors.

academic students and Languages especially English, Korean, Japanese, and Chinese. We now have

MMtutors was chosen for Phandeeyar Accelerator Program Cohort 2 and was funded with 25,000 USD in
2017. After the demo day of March 2018, we received ﬁve-ﬁgures funding from Seed Myanmar Ventures,
to raise again at the end of this year 2019.

We are the Myanmar very ﬁrst professional tutor booking platform in Myanmar. Before that, we didn’t
is that our platform provides performance progress report and check sheet system to stay connected

Burmese Language Private Tutoring and Cooperate Training. In 2018, we expanded our categories for

Trust Ventures Partners and Maung Aung Htun as an Angel investors in the middle of 2018. We planned

what they should do to improve their child’s progress.

have any competitors. But this year, we got many oﬄine agencies growing up. But the diﬀerentiation

MMtutors (SMARTEER Co., Ltd.) was founded in 0n 6th July 2017 and we started our service with

students studying online for other countries as well.

measure and full payment even when the tutor is absent and worst is traﬃc and locations (the tutors

52

Our focus is on K-12 education students and parents. In Myanmar, university entrance is based on the

is still not eﬃcient. And it is calculated that spending nearly 4 billion USD every year for private tutoring

3 yrs.+ Tutoring
Operation Manager at
Magnate Logistics Group

-

What is Safety
management system
for
smart construction?

market analysis
and target
customers

intellectual
property and
awards

We registered our company in both Myanmar and Singapore.
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PhiLiPPiNES

Burket.Ph, Inc.
Business to Business (B2B) Market Network

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

ESTABLiShmENT

hERBERT JOEi BACTONg_CEO

2018. 6

18+ years in IT and business

AddRESS
2nd ﬂoor RL Building,
#50 Domingo M. Guevarra St.,
Mandaluyong City
Philippines

management, President and

CEO ANd CO-FOUNdERS 88%
ONE PhP TEChNOLOgy

12%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2018. 10

One Php

Angel

CIO of Contextus, CTO of BPI
securities and Lead in BACP

JEFF TURLA_CTO
Hyundai Asia Philippines

ROy JULAN_COO
mEmBERS

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy

PHP 5M

REVENUE 2016

N/A

REVENUE 2017E

N/A

Henkel Philippines

8

-

Their proﬁle page is accessible publicly and is included in the SEO activities we do. This improves their
discoverability in search engines and allows them to be easily found through Burket. Lastly, Burket is
FREE for basic accounts. Oﬀering FREE basic accounts allows users to try the service ﬁrst and decide to
upgrade to subscription. This also increases user base as there is no risk to sign up for the service.
Over-all, Burket allows businesses to make it easy to become more discoverable on the Internet by being
part of a central platform and improving their SEO. Save costs since the service is FREE and be able to
ﬁnd more customers faster and easier since you will be able to target the right buyers automatically and
the interface is social network.

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

The only business to business matching social network in the Philippines focused on local companies to discover new customers or
suppliers and transact with ease

-

Matches businesses using industry, proﬁle and needs using social network interface

-

Aims to be the #1 business to business market network for local companies and help MSMEs competing globally with less cost and eﬀort by

marketing
plan
Business
model

centralizing all business needs in one platform

introduction to the service
What is a
business matching
market network?

In the Philippines, there are only a handful of sites that companies can use to look for new business to
business suppliers. They are limited to search engines, social networking sites, and referrals. These are all
diﬃcult to use or complicated and takes a lot of time. At the same time, smaller companies that supplies
to other businesses are having a hard time competing with bigger companies that have more resources

Current
Traction
Launching
schedule

to advertise and be discovered on the Internet. SEO is very complicated, digital marketing is expensive

Burket will be highly promoted on digital platforms as well as traditional avenues to market. We
are highly visible in events, tradeshows and have made several speaking engagements. We have
been features in Rappler, Businessworld Online and Illustrado as well as attended in exhibitions for
companies. We are also partnering with Government and business groups.
Burket is a FREEmium business model. This means that users can sign-up and use the basic features for
FREE. However as a seller, from US$ 10 – US$30 / month, they can subscribe to additional features like
premium listing, validation of their business, request for quotation and more tools. As a buyer, they can
also subscribe to a vendor management system and bidding system for the same amount monthly instead
of buying your own software. Lastly, we will also generate revenue from advertisements.
Since Burket went live with the initial Alpha version mid-March this year, it has already generated more
than 1,400 unique user accounts and more than 2,000 products are listed on the website. It has constantly
increased in terms of site visits and conversion rate of 13% or about 200 new accounts per month.
Burket started development July 2018 and have went live with Alpha version last March 2019. We will
be releasing the next version by November 2019 and looking at launching the paid features and services
by 2020. This includes the vendor management system, bidding system and opportunities section for
improved business matching.

and social networking is not meant for businesses. Our goal is to create a service and platform where all
businesses will rely on if they need to look for new suppliers. It will focus solely on local companies and
will provide tools to transact with sellers easily.

introduction to the company

On the other hand this platform will help suppliers target the right customer. Companies will be matched
based on industry, proﬁle and needs. Example would be if you are into F&B, what you will mostly see
are F&B companies. You don’t have to waste time searching for one. You will also see updates about
your industry such as new technology in food processing. This enables companies to easily ﬁnd the right

history and
vision

partners and deal with them without the need for complicated tools and solutions. And since Burket.Ph
is FREE for basic accounts, they will not hesitate to use the service as well. Burket will only charge for
premium services and features and will validate business legitimacy so to give suppliers more credibility

What are the
beneﬁts of using
Burket.Ph?

54

investment

Burket is purely local suppliers. Unlike current B2B websites, they carry mostly international suppliers.
Also, Burket validates premium subscribers to ensure that they are legitimate businesses. We also
provide tools to make it easy such as Request for Quotation, direct messaging, category listing. Businesses
have their own proﬁle page.

intellectual
property and
awards

Burket.Ph was founded due to the own experiences of the founder where they encountered similar
challenges looking for suppliers. They realized that there is no local B2B service that allows one company
to look for other companies rather, rely on social media, search engines, ads and referrals. However,
companies that are not active digitally are left behind by companies that have the know how or
resources to be on the web.
The company does not have the experience of fund raising, but is looking to raise USD 200,000. This will
go to hiring additional resources to increase development speed and marketing expenses to increase
user sign-ups. Burket secured Angel funding for operating expenses which as amounted to USD 40,000
from One Php Technology.
Burket.Ph was incubated in the Philippines thru Space for Ingenious program. A 12 week mentorship
program to improve the startup as well as won the VIA startup pitching competition. Burket also
represented the Philippines in 2019 RISE pitching and qualiﬁed as 1 of the only 2 from Philippines to be
part of the top 50.
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SiNgAPORE

Zeemart Pte Ltd

B2B platform for the Horeca (Hotel, Restaurant, Catering) Industry

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2017. 1

AddRESS
93 McNair Road
Singapore 328560

mEmBERS
70

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
NEERAJ_CEO

Entrepreneur of the
Year winner, 17 years of
experience

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
KPi SOFT PTE LTd

7.02%

ZEEmARTVENTURESPTELTd 11.05%
ZEEmARTESOPSPTELTd

19.72%

SEET KOK BENg

11.22%

Multi-award Creative Director
17 years of experience

Lim LARK KEE JERRy

16.03%

PRAKAShSOmOSUNdRAm

0.17%

AmiT_CFO

KEiTh TAN WEi-miNg

11.22%

NEERAJ SUNdARAJOO

14.97%

OASiS PEARL LTd

8.60%

KEiTh_CPO

Ex GE Healthcare, Oracle,
Bosch 19 years of experience

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2017
2017
2018
2018
2019
2019

Zeemart Ventures Pte Ltd
KPISOFT Pte Ltd
Oasis Pearl Ltd
Zeemart Ventures Pte Ltd
Oasis Pearl Ltd
KPISOFT Pte Ltd

S$1.25m
S$1m
S$6.45m
S$350k
S$4m
S$1m

GMV ARR 2017

S$8M

GMV ARR 2018

S$60M

GMV ARR 2019(JUNE30)

S$120M

GMV ARR 2019(FORECAST)

S$250M

-

Clients include any business that does commercial food preparation (cafes, QSRs, ﬁne dining restaurants, hospitals and institutional caterers.)

-

The food industry is one of the last frontiers of digitalization.

-

market
analysis & target
customers
marketing
Plan

Aim is to provide a seamless experience that allows Buyers & Suppliers to interact from sourcing, order creation, invoicing, payments,
fulﬁllment and ﬁnancing.

Launching
schedule

introduction to the service
Zeemart is a Singapore-based startup founded in January 2017. It provides a B2B platform that connects
Buyers and Suppliers in the Horeca (Hotels, Restaurants, Catering) industry. It currently operates in

While there are solely procurement and marketplace solutions out there, there is no platform that
combines these 2 functions into a single platform like Zeemart.

history and
vision

Zeemart is built for the ‘smartphone-ﬁrst’ generation. Similar to popular apps like Facebook, WeChat
or WhatsApp, it has been designed to be used without any formal training. This sets us apart from our
competition as they adopt a ‘software-ﬁrst’ approach that tends to intimidate users.

Biz model

Our business model is based on organizing these existing ﬂows between Buyers & Suppliers:
Flow of information

Digital communication of orders, delivery timings, order
status, SKU availability, etc.

Flow of payments

Invoicing, ﬁnancing and payments.

Flow of goods

Delivery scheduling, Order fulﬁlment, order tracking

Currently, most of the above activities are done manually. Zeemart’s goal is to digitize the flows and
monetize accordingly through value-added services.
We have 6 revenue streams. Some streams will only be introduced at a later stage.

56

Transaction fee by facilitating payments from Buyers to Suppliers.

Financing

Transaction fee by facilitating ﬁnancing for Buyers to pay Suppliers.

E-Commerce

Transaction fee from purchases made on the eMarketplace. This will be in the
form of deals, group buys, ﬂash sales, etc.

Supply Chain Management

Transaction fee by providing warehousing/cross-docking and last mile fulﬁllment
service for Suppliers.

Advertising

Fees to advertise on our platform properties
(banners, suggestions, promos, emails, etc)

Subscription

Additional fees to access value-added services. E.g. Business intelligence reports,
demand forecasting, etc.

Globally, F&B procurement is estimated to be $5 trillion dollars. In South East Asia alone, it is $400 billion
dollars. Zeemart has an addressable market of $150 billion dollars. F&B is the last few industries left to
be digitalized and a labor-intensive industry that needs digitalization. Zeemart aims to be the top food
procurement and sourcing platform in Asia by 2023. With the rise of food delivery platforms globally, Zeemart
is well placed to address the growing consumer food demands through restaurants and cloud kitchens.
As a 2-sided platform, we will need active participation from both Buyers & Suppliers. However, given the
limitations of a startup, we have prioritized our eﬀorts to onboard Buyers ﬁrst.
By increasing the number of Buyers on Zeemart, this will naturally drive interest and participation from Suppliers.
Given the ‘newness’ of a product like Zeemart, we ﬁnd that WOM and social proof is the most powerful
form of marketing. While we have a strong online presence, the most impactful and effective method
is to have ‘face-to-face’ meetings with Buyers, as well as showing how others have beneﬁted from using
Zeemart. Thus, we have actively increased eﬀorts in the ‘retention & advocacy’ stage.
As the platform matures, we have also started engaging strategic suppliers to onboard their buyers onto
Zeemart. This ‘channel partner’ approach allows us to register Buyers en masse and is proving to be
extremely eﬀective.
Zeemart has already been launched in both Singapore & Jakarta, with pilots running in Vietnam and
Malaysia.

introduction to the company

Singapore and Indonesia.

Diﬀerentiation

Payment collection

investment

intellectual
property and
awards

The founders of Zeemart began research in the F&B industry to understand the gaps and issues the
industry was facing in 2016 based on a report that was published by the Singapore Department of Statics.
The key take-away was the thinning margins and the closure rate of F&B businesses globally. 30% would
shut in 3 years and almost 90% in 5 years. The statistics was shocking and was a phenomenon even in
other developed cities as well as developing cities.
Zeemart oﬃcially began operations after Co-Founders’ Raj and Keith left their stellar careers in WPP
in January 2017. They launched an MVP in April 2017 with a small group of F&B operators. After an
oversubscribed Angel round in July 2017, they began to build their team and launched a full version of
Zeemart in April 2018.
2017 – Zeemart Raised S$1.25m from friends and family. The round was led by the Sheng Siong Family oﬃce.
KPISOFT invested S$1m in the same round making the total S$2.25m at a post money valuation of S$10m.
2018 – Zeemart raised a further S$12m from Kresna and KPISOFT at a post money valuation of S$30m
2020 – Zeemart intends to raise a round of S$25m and is currently in discussion with various Venture ﬁrms.
Here is a list of awards that Zeemart has won so far:
Top 4 startups (Bootstrap Alley) – Tech in Asia Singapore 2017
Top 10 Finalists – Echelon Asia Summit 2017
Top 15 startups – World Tourism Forum Lucerne 2018
Top 3 EY Accelerating Entrepreneurs program – Ernst & Young 2018
30 Fastest Asia companies – Silicon Review 2018
Top 10 Best Startups in Asia – Silicon Review 2019
Top 20 Hottest startups – Singapore Business Review 2019
Best eCommerce & Supply Chain startup (Singapore) – Asean Rice Bowl Startup Awards 2019
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ThAiLANd

market analysis
and target
customers

drivemate

marketing
plan

ESTABLiShmENT
2016

AddRESS
1168 Rama 9 Rd.
Suanluang, Bangkok
10250, Thailand

mEmBERS

_CEO
Entrepreneur business family
of management for 7 years

Main purpose of renting cars are for tourism 70%, business 20% and replacement 10%

FOUNdERS

62.38%

iNVESTORS

37.62%

_COO
Entrepreneur of construction
business, portfolio $30m

_CTO

car rental keywords) and social media channel like Facebook, to create lead customer and conversion.
Our website and landing page are also ranking high in SEO for most of car rental keywords in Thailand.

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

Drivemate has a marketing team to take care of strategy plan and promotion on daily basis, and also

2017

500 startups and
dtac accelerate
UNT Isuzu and
500 startups
Netsol Inc. and UNT Isuzu
and Colopl Next Japan

Seed

working with marketing agencies to handle social media, create content, build awareness and create

Pre-Series A

lead customer, alongside with business development unit, who taking care of partner building, making

Series A

business to business all around the country such as tour agency who will lead their customer to rent car

2018

ThANyATORN ThiTiSERANEE

We’ve spent almost 70% of marketing budget to in an online advertising, both SEM (Google ads in various

and conversion.

2019

REVENUE 2016
REVENUE 2017
REVENUE 2018
REVENUE 2019E

or use airport transfer service in our platform.
USD 2,100

In part of technology and platform, we are using automated marketing (email marketing) and analytics

USD 298,000
USD 530,000

tool (data analytics, funnel analytics) to analyse and understand our customer, create a good user

USD 990,000

experience to increase our conversion.

Drivemate has a safe, fast and convenient way to book a car. Booking a car can be done in just a few minutes. You can use the rental car
straight away.

-

Car rental market is growing 15%/year

We’ve been spent budget building links on other website and partner to improvement SEO performance

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

SiKhARiN ChOLPRATiN

23

-

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
SiLRATTh UKWATThANASiRi

SEA market size $25 billions

People tend to rent a car more due to the rising of low cost airline.

#1 Peer-to-peer car sharing platform in Thailand

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

Global market valued at $100 billions

Convenient and safe car rental technology is an important tool for our key customers. Drivemate provides its ﬂeet partners with a fullyﬂedged ﬂeet management product incl. application select location car list

introduction to the service
What is
drivemate?

Business
model
Launching
schedule

Providing car sharing and management platform to individual and car rental business, being a platform
center between car owner and renter.
Taking a commission 15-25% for each rental transaction.
Drivemate has completed the development of the car rental and management platform of web
application on January 2016 and we have launched mobile application both iOS and Android on
November 2017. We have been improving our platform and developed new rental products as well since
we ﬁrst launched to serve the best experience to our customer as much as we can.

Drivemate is Thailand #1 peer-to- peer car sharing service Car owners can list their car for free, so that

January 2018, we have launched full operation of car rental with driver.

their car pays for itself.

January 2019, we have launched subscription product, monthly rental with one price package, cancel

As Drivemate cars are progressively poping up at every street corner, it oﬀers people without a car the

anytime and option to switch a car every month.

best alternative to car ownership : cheap rental prices, and even most important the convenience of

August 2019, we have launched airport transfer service.

ﬁnding a car within walking distance of their home.

Januaray 2019, we target to launch Drivemate Go, cars on demand product, installed IOT smart device to

We form a community of neighbours and travelers who like using resources in a smarter way, and value

a car. Book, locate and unlock a car instantly.

more service than ownership.
Drivemate belongs to the sharing economy movement, amidst other services like Airbnb and Blablacar.
We’re convinced that this decentralized economy to share goods and services is plainly more eﬃcient, as
it reduces wasting of ressources, which in turn can provide economic, environmental and social good.

drivemate
Solutions

ㆍLet your cars pay for itself – put your cars on Drivemate and share to someone who needs
ㆍFlexible and commitment free – Drive the vehicle you want and for however long you want it
ㆍDrivemate app makes everything easy – Shop and manage your car like you shop on Amazon.
ㆍAll inclusive – Insurance, maintenance, taxes and breakdowns-cover included

drivemate Key
Features

ㆍWide range of cars
ㆍPayment channel

history and
vision
investment

Our vision is every single car on the road should be shared. We strongly believe that we have enough
resources to be shared to others and you do not have to own a car anymore nowadays. You can just rent
it from someone when you need it.
We have closed 3 funding rounds so far, seed round, pre-series A and series A round.
We are looking for USD 3 millions at USD 20 millions post-valuation in Series B round.

ㆍCompetitive Prices
ㆍCars delivery service
ㆍBusiness intelligence dashboard
ㆍVehicle management
ㆍPayment collections
ㆍIOT integration
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introduction to the company

intellectual
property and
awards

Dtac Accelerate 2017 batch 5 awards
DEPA program, a government program to support digital startup
Krungsri Rise Accelerate 2018 awards
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ViETNAm

Another outstanding feature of our bot is its capacity of high connectivity with other platforms. This
enables our bot to integrate with platforms diversifying services for online businesses, such as, payment,
shipment, VR and marketplaces. Particularly, it is beneﬁcial for omnichannel businesses to synchronize

ChatbotVietnam Co.,JSC

data from various sources.

market analysis
and target
customers

Connect the world

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2018. 11

AddRESS

No.A4BT1, 214 Lane,
Nguyen Xien St.,
Thanh Xuan Dist., Hanoi

FOUNdERS

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
LE ANh TiEN_CEO
Chatbot Vietnam

FOUNdERS

80%

iNVESTOR

20%

20

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2018

FbStart

$50,000

hOANg miNh PhU_CCO

PhAm giA hUy_COO

Whatsapp and Facebook Messenger.
- According to BI Intelligence, people now prefer Messaging Apps to Social Networking ones. This shift has

Our main distribution channels: Direct sales (from our own organization’s sales team) which accounts for
20% of total revenue and Distribution partners (marketing agencies) contributing to 80% of total revenue
- We are utilising the popularity of social networks as well as messaging applications to promote our
products and conduct marketing campaigns. Most of our customers introduce our products to their
friends after a short time of experience.

Chatbot Vietnam

3

FOUNdERS

yEAR

marketing
plan

NgUyEN diNh TUNg_CTO

Chatbot Vietnam

most popular chat applications in Vietnam and around the world now, including Zalo, Telegram, Skype,

led to the trend of conversational commerce.

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

We aim at the market of 70 million business fan pages on Facebook and about 4 billion people using the

REVENUE 2017

$192,000

- We provide one-one customer service, in which each customer will be instructed and trained by one

REVENUE 2018

$480,000

of our agent. They can experience 7-day free trial version before registering to use the paid package.

REVENUE 2019(EXPECTED)

$1,200,000

Promotion campaigns such as discounts, special oﬀers are oﬀered in special occasions. We also ask for

Chatbot Vietnam

customer feedback once or twice a month to check customer satisfaction as well as support them timely
in case of technical problems.

-

Chatbot Vietnam (branded as Bot Bán Hàng in Vietnam) is an AI-powered platform for sales and marketing on messaging platforms such as
Messenger, Whatsapp or Telegram that saves time, money and labor for both online shoppers and businesses of all sizes and ﬁelds.

introduction to the service
Bot Ban Hang (branded as Bot Bán Hàng in Vietnam) is an AI-powered platform for sales and marketing
on messaging platforms such as Messenger, Whatsapp or Telegram that saves time, money and labor for
both online shoppers and businesses of all sizes and ﬁelds.
Bot Ban Hang’s fundamental features are to turn each fanpage into a truly online shop where customers
can conveniently choose products, place orders, make payments and track their order status right on
Messenger through call-to-action buttons put on messages. It is also a platform providing a tool for
customer relationship management and free remarketing, which enabling broadcast via Messenger,

Business
model
Launching
schedule

Due to a pool of data collected from omni-channel customers and stocks, we build a research team

history and
vision

product trend prediction.

Diﬀerentiation

- Our competitors include chatbot platforms in Vietnam and in the world, namely Chatfuel, Manychat,
Harafunnel and Hana.ai.

- Commission on bot on each transaction for B2B
Having been Research and development since 2017, we have already released product 1&2. Product 3 is
expected launch in 2020.

Chatbot Vietnam (Bot Bán Hàng) was founded in 2017, and has the vision to become market leader that
create a revolution in e-commerce, a breakthrough in business growth, to make it possible for everyone
to start their online business and above all, to build and add more values to a convenient life for
everyone.

investment

In 2018, Chatbot Vietnam has successfully called for $50,000 from FB, AWS, VnE at seed round. At preSerial A, Chatbot Vietnam is seeking for $500.000 for 10% for product research and market expansion
in global market.

including most excellent AI-specialists in Vietnam for data analysis for business optimization in terms of
social listening, better customer understanding, customer classiﬁcation, optimal price suggestions and

- package for B2B, B2C

introduction to the company

providing more personalized advertisement and create different customer service plans for specific
customer groups.

Our revenue comes from 3 main sources, and the major is from B2B deals

intellectual
property and
awards

ㆍChampion of E- business at WSIS 2019
ㆍFianlists of NEUrON 2019
ㆍWTA Creative Prize for For Smart City Ideas 2018
ㆍCompetition – Binh Duong 2018Potential Technology awarded by Grab 2019

- While most of the chatbots available now can just answer inquiries from customers or give
suggestions,regarding its functions, BnC Bot is the ﬁrst platform to focus on sales and marketing, platform
to focus on sales and marketing, improve access to e-commerce markets for products and services and
address challenges facing SMEs
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ViETNAm

gCALLS JSC

Integrated call solutions for better management, more interaction
and higher productivity for businesses
COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2015. 9

AddRESS
IT Park - HCM Nation
University,
Quarter 6, Linh Trung Ward,
Thu Duc Dist, HCMC, Vietnam

mEmBERS
11

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
BANg NgUyEN_CEO

7 years experiences in IT
project Management

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
CEO ANd EmPLOyEES 75%
Big BANg ANgELS

PhUC PhAm_CTO

9 years experiences in
Product development, ICT
architecture

Ly hOANg_COO
6 years experiences in
Customers Services, Process
controlling

25%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2015
2016
2016
2016
2017

Muru D
Angel
Angel
Angel
Angel

40k SGD
10k SGD
10k SGD
21k SGD
200k SGD

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy
REVENUE 2018
EVENUE 2019

280K SGD
50K SGD

Clients includes Vina Capital, Fonttera Vietnam, Yola Education, Kingsport and othervariety of clientele reference

-

The most integrated call solution across South East Asia

-

Aim to support 10,000 Business in South East Asia can easy to set up, manage and build a international call center within days in Asia Paciﬁc

introduction to the service

Easy monitoring
for business
managers

Gcalls provides call center solutions and related value-added services exclusively for businesses. Our
applications allow your telesales, customer service team and the managers to work most effectively

Two kind of customers in Vietnam and South East Asia Market:
ㆍClients who used to with CRM/ERP/Helpdesk system: 10% of total market (~ 500 000 business in Vietnam)
ㆍClients who don’t use any IT system: we support them to our webphone product and digitalizing their
IT experiment: 400 000 Business.
Target Industry: Financial banking, Insurance, Business Process Outsourcing (BPO), E-commerce, Education.

marketing
plan

110K SGD

-

integrated
call center
solution

market analysis
and target
customers

ㆍThe more integrating with other system (such as Salesforce, Hubspot, Pipdrive, Zendesk), the more
opportunities to get customer.s
ㆍOnline/Event training to make awareness.
ㆍContent marketing/solution collaboration for Business

Business
model
Launching
schedule

We charges customer by subscription by quarter/half year or a year contract. Average $15/user/months.
We also provide on-premise project with Big Clients, base on their requirement, deal size contract from 50k USD.
Integration service case by case.
Gcalls was built from Sep 2015 and launching the main product (Gcalls webphone) on Sep 2017 and get
the ﬁrst 100 business customers, providing 72 APIs in Voice, integrating with >20 domestic CRM, 5 global
CRMs (Hubspot, Salesforce, Pipedrive,…)

introduction to the company

thanks to customer information, call data, synchronization, automation and integration with other
systems.
Able to centrally manage all incoming and outgoing calls to and from your business’s number.

history and
vision

Founded in 2015, Gcalls is a technology startup that desires to create a world where technology serves
human beings but not replaces human beings as believed. We provide integrated call solutions where
our web-based and mobile applications completely change the way agent staﬀ make and receive calls.

Visualized reports, detailed call history and call recordings allow managers to assess each member’s

Our solutions allow companies to easily and conveniently set up their cloud call center within 30 minutes

work quality.

without investment in cumbersome physical devices.

Easily keep track and observe agents’ call and interaction activities relating to a contact.

Gcalls was born with the mission of connecting and globalizing local businesses as well as creating a

Flexibly increase or reduce the system scale thanks to the independence on physical infrastructure.

creative and responsible labor generation at the same time. With the vision “Become a side-kit supporter
for businesses to set up a call system in Asia-Pacific, Gcalls was invested by Telstra – the Australian

Staﬀ work
more eﬀectively

leading Telecommunication and Media Corporation in the ﬁrst year and several investors thereafter.

With Gcalls, staﬀ members can take care of customers anytim and anywhere. Only with an Internetconnected device, the team can use their company’s number to make or receive calls from customers.
User-friendly interface with call history, customer information, and customer interaction history
centralized in one place, making it easy for employees to manage and manipulate.
Teams can save a lot of time per call and on managing information about interaction activities with
customers.
Thanks to the application’s high ability to integrate with application with CRM or Helpdesk for data
synchronization, customer care becomes more convenient and easier than ever before.

investment
intellectual
property and
awards

We would like to call 800k USD for expanding and aquired 3000 business in 18 months in Vietnam;
prepare infrastructure in South East Asia; get ﬁrst client in Thailand, Indonesia, Myanmar, Phillipine.
ㆍBang Nguyen, CEO/co-founder of Gcalls, and 20 other entrepreneurs were selected to participate in the
Entrepreneurship & Innovation program in Israel.
ㆍPham Tan Phuc, co-founder of Gcalls, made the list of eight Vietnamese innovative entrepreneurs invited
by former US President Barack Obama to the 2016 Global Entrepreneur Summit in Silicon Valley;
ㆍThird Prize in Creative Competition organize by HCMC People of Committee.
ㆍhttps://english.vietnamnet.vn/fms/science-it/221636/two-young-men-successfully-start-up-withglobalized-customer-support-system.html
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BRUNEi

hOCO Creative Company

The importance of Context, Content and Culture in creating compelling ads.

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

ESTABLiShmENT

RANdy Lim

2012

_GENERAL MANAGER

AddRESS
Shop No.2A, 2nd ﬂoor,

SOLEPROPiERTER

100%

JOShUA LEW

Brunei Darussalam

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2012
2016

iCentre
Private

BND150,000
Undisclosed

_ACCOUNT DIRECTOR

Lot No.47322, Spg.41-1-12,
Kg. Kiarong, B.S.B

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

miChELLE TAN

SOLEPROPiERTER

100%

_AGENCY MANAGER

mEmBERS
24

market analysis
and target
customers

From government entities, private corporations to small business owners, we serve a range of clients in
need of a story to tell, whether that’s a product, a service or a brand. With every client we have worked
with, the one thing we found in common is the need for a human-centric experience, supported by a
data-driven process. We are also looking for opportunities to look beyond local companies and expand
into the international market, with the tools we have, the data we collect, and the drive we possess.

-

Clients include both local (Brunei) and international companies from SME to corporate level.

-

Detailing our creative branding and marketing processes.

-

Aims to create compelling ads that ﬁt seamlessly into people’s everyday routine.

marketing
plan

Every client we work with is offered a bespoke experience, according to their needs and what they
plan to achieve. Through the use of analytical information and creative content, we craft and execute a
detailed plan that best showcases the story for their product, brand or service that is relatable to both the
client and their target audience.
However, it all begins with positioning HOCO as a thought-leader in the marketing and advertising

introduction to the service

industry. By creating educational content such as design and branding tips and placing them on our
digital platforms, clients seeking help from industry experts will then be led to our available portfolios
and services.

We believe in knowing who your audience is in order to speak effectively to them. As a digital
advertising and marketing agency, we have had the privilege to work with numerous clients from
diﬀerent backgrounds over the years which allowed us to reﬁne our processes in branding, marketing
and research.

Business
model

Then we identify the gaps between brand and consumers, and see how we can close them.
research and data analysis, and then employing creative and compelling content that helps to position
the client’s brand as one that can stand and compete among the best in their ﬁeld.

content. In order to reach the right audience, we’d have to know who they were and what was relevant

We believe that everyone has a good story to tell, whether it be about a service, a product or even

the target market, as well as the ways the brand can resolve those needs with their products or services.
Together with the client, we create strategies that allow their business to scale and grow by using market

The more we worked with brands, the more we realized the strong connection between context and
to them. That meant ads had to be more targeted, personalized and backed by data.

When we approach a brand, we ﬁrst analyze it from a data angle, and explore what are the needs of

introduction to the company

themselves. They just need the right storytellers to help them get their message out there. The ads we
produce are meant to serve customers in their daily routine, not interrupt them.

data-driven
Content

Data is everywhere.

About the
company

marketing campaigns - as a media, design and communications agency driven by a strong affinity for
international branches in Singapore and Malaysia that can be called upon should the project require them.
We also possess strong working partnerships and preferred rates with third-party providers, freelancers

we are and do. The need to track, measure and optimize ROIs is an ever-growing demand. In the world

and specialist vendors across the region.

today, we are exposed to an abundance of data and analytics. The challenge is to make sense of it all and
use it to guide, create and back-up compelling content.

66

These values govern all that we do and create - from digital design, to production and delivering eﬀective
the digital medium. HOCO has an agency strength of 24 in Brunei with additional resources from HOCO's

Anyone with a smartphone are walking data points. Technology has evolved to envelop everything that

That’s where we come in.

Bold. Empathetic. Never settling.

intellectual
property and
awards

2012. Recipient of the Ignite Grant (150,000 BND) by iCentre, Brunei
2018. Progresif Radio - Best Campaign Award CommunicAsia, Singapore2018. Avenue 41 - Good Design
Award, Tokyo
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CAmBOdiA

SOHO Diversiﬁed Group CO., Ltd
E-Commerce Financial Service

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

ESTABLiShmENT

hENRy hORN_CEO

2018

CEO and he is an active

AddRESS

investor and sits on the

2/F Phnom Penh Center,

Board of Directors.

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
CEO

100%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

2018

AmOUNT
Seed

Building A Room 211
Sothearos Blvd.
(Corner Sihanouk) Phnom
Penh, Cambodia 12301

REVENUE 2018

$0

REVENUE 2019

$72,000

mEmBERS

market analysis
and target
customers

6

-

General Clients who have smart mobile

-

providing local consumers a convenient way to purchase quality branded goods online and an easy way to pay for it

marketing
plan
Business
model

convenient way to purchase quality branded goods online and an easy way to pay for it. SOHO MALL
features convenient shipping, pick-up and return options for purchases and a 100% authenticity

who are interested in fashion brands that are both aﬀordable and stylish.

We link to business partners such as MasterCard Company and Wing Company for cooperate marketing
activities. Also, we use social media to promote our business via face book and Instagram.

SOHOMALL and SOHOCASH are two services providing local consumers a convenient way to purchase
quality branded goods online and an easy way to pay for it. SOHOMALL features convenient shipping,
pick-up and return options for purchases and a 100% authenticity guarantee for all items. SOHOCASH
will provide consumers of all ages a mobile payment solution that will make it easy for them to spend

introduction to the service
E-Commerce, Financial. SOHO MALL and SOHO CLUB are two services providing local consumers a

The company's main target demographic are Cambodian teens and young men and women ages 16 - 35

and access their cash.

Launching
schedule

Established in 2018

guarantee for all items. SOHO CLUB will provide consumer a mobile payment solution that will make it
easy for them to spend and access their cash.

Business
Opportunity

As consumer behavior continues to evolve, businesses need to adapt their strategy to be ‘where their

introduction to the company

customers are’. As a result, companies are moving rapidly toward making mobile apps commonplace as
business tools and assets.
One of the key questions in business is ‘how you can give your brand a competitive edge’. The answer;
mobile apps. Industry leading companies are designing holistic experiences that leverage the personal
nature of mobile. While there is still some hesitation surrounding mobile apps, it is important to
understand that a native app isn’t just a mobile version of your website but rather an engaging and
experience-driven environment crucial for creating a cohesive customer journey. A mobile app can be
used to build a strong mobile presence, that results in far better engagement for our investment.

history
and vision

MISSION
OUR MISSION FOR OUR CUSTOMERS - To offer the people of the Kingdom of Cambodia world class
products and services with the best experience possible, while maintaining the highest standards of
integrity, fairness and social responsibility.
FOR OUR PARTNERS - To mutually benefit with our partners by achieving an optimal return on the
investment through analytical planning and expert execution for every chosen project within each
desired target market.
FOR OUR EMPLOYEES - To provide our employees a dynamic workplace environment that will allow
them ultra-competitive wages, advanced training and business mentoring that will enable them to utilize
and grow their skills to reach their maximum potential and beyond.
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iNdONESiA

PT PETO international

The #1 Pet Tech Services Machine Learning Platform in Indonesia

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2016. 9

AddRESS
Jl Bank no 14
Jakarta Selatani
Indonesia

mEmBERS
8

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
diTyA NANdiWARdhANA
_CEO
10 years experience in
BCG, TELKOMSEL, Optus
in developing products &
Customer Experience Expert

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
FOUNdERS

88%

PT TELKOm TBK

12%

dimAS hARSONO_CTO
10 years of experience in tech

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2017
2018

Angel Investors
PT TELKOM

seed
seed

REVENUE 2018-2019

KRW65MIL

SUKAN mAKmURi

_STRATEGIC ADVISOR
Ex CEO of Kaskus, Kudo and
Silicon Valley veteran

introduction to the service

market analysis
and target
customers
marketing
plan

For 2020, PETO will focus on Indonesia market while also increasing the coverage in Malaysia, then
Singapore & the Philippines. The total addressable market size is more than 80 million pet owners. The
main target market will be middle class pet owners with a smartphone.

PETO will adopt omni-channel marketing strategy that will have the strongest presence of pet app in social
media & google whilst also strong in organic inﬂuencers, car sticker ads, billboards & also TVC. BTL channel
such as events & radio talk as well. PETO aim to make a commercial/ promotional videos that is super
unique & disruptive that will make our commercial viral & get free exposure from the mainstream media.

What is
PETO?

PETO is a brand, where its main focus is providing an all in one solution. PETO covers all pet owning
lifecycle from pet adoption, pet dating/ social media, all pet services on demand at home, pet insurance,
vets consultation & daily updated articles. A pet tech app with machine learning.
Currently PETO is a the most complete pet mobile app that is available in Android, Ios and web platform..

Business
model
Launching
schedule

PETO have B2C & B2B & B2B2C model. PETO gets 10 – 20% commission of every commerce transactions
from grooming to dog walker from the app. B2B partnerships have also generated more than 20.000 USD
in net proﬁt.
The PETO prototype have launched in 2016, began its commercialization in 2017 and have been growing
more than 300% of user base every year

introduction to the company
PETO itself will be a strong brand. not just an app. In the long run PETO aims to be the top of mind brand
for everything pets, from a mobile app, web app, pet café, IoT products, petcare products, social media
account that posts pet contents and a virtual character (Artiﬁcial Intelligence that helps pet owners).

What is PETO,
the #1 pet app
in indonesia?

ㆍPETO Services - order door to door pet services such as complete or medicated cat, dog grooming (more pets
coming soon), styling, pet sitter, dog walker, cage cleaning, book pet hotels, ﬁnd pet trainers, vets services

history
and vision

investment

ㆍPETO Insurance - Find many pets to adopt near you, from cats, dogs, rabbits and more! Chat with
owners and help the pets ﬁnd a second chance.
ㆍPETO Articles & tips - Get the best of tips to make your life easier.. Currently covers dogs, cats and more!
70

The company have the experience of fund raising currently on late seed program but already secured a
follow on funding commitment for series A funding from MDI Ventures, Currently raising for 1 Mio USD
for product development & 20% for operations & oﬄine stores/ oﬃces

and the highest quality from well known brands and have them delivered to your preferred address.

and help the pets ﬁnd a second chance. The #1 marketplace where pet adopters meets pet adoptee

product quality. Currently have more than 50.000 users and aims to be the ASEAN & Asia Paciﬁc market

Series A funding / 1.16 Billion Won. The fund will be utilized for 50% marketing & loyalty programs, 30%

ㆍPETO Shop - Buy pet foods, pet litter, soaps, toys and many other things pets with the cheapest price

ㆍPETO Adoption - Find many pets to adopt near you, from cats, dogs, rabbits and more! Chat with owners

related, pet products related & pet technology related by providing the best in class user experience &
leader in the Pet Tech area.

and even pet transport. Door to door services are our expertiseFully operational in: Indonesia and Malaysia

Fully operational in: Indonesia and Malaysia

Since PETO’s inception in 2016, the company aims to be the top of mind brand for anything pet services

intellectual
property and
awards

ㆍ2 Trademark registered in Indonesia & Malaysia for the name PETO
ㆍChosen as the Start-up with high social impact from Go-jek xcelerator program out of >1000 startups,
only 5 chosen.
ㆍSelected as one of PT TELKOM INDONESIA’s incubator and acceleration programs
ㆍAwarded the best & most complete Indonesia’s pet app by many prominent media in Indonesia
ㆍGoogle Launchpad Machine Learning acceleration programs with Digitaraya
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LAOS

market analysis
and target
customers

gOTEddy

- 16-35
- Busy people
- foodie people
- smartphone user

On-demand delivery platform founded in 2018

marketing
plan
COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

- Local and expats

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

- Oﬄine marketing activation
- Loyalty program
- Social media marketing and SEO

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

- Roadshow

- Promotions
- Goteddy community ( Online presence of our loyal customers)

ESTABLiShmENT

L.PASONG

FOUNdER

96%

2019

Cass business school
BUILK ONE Group, Thailand

EmPOyEE

4%

AddRESS
Royal square building
7th Floor Vientiane
LAO PDR

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2018

N/A

150K

Business
model

C.BOUNYALITH
8 years of experience in
software development

REVENUE 2016

N/A

FOUNdERS

REVENUE 2017

N/A

1

REVENUE 2018

N/A

11

- We charge a delivery fee from our customers
- Monthly Subscription fee (for those who use our service often)
- Online and Oﬄine advertising packages

Launching
schedule

STAFFS

- We charge a commission from our partners

Launching : 16th September 2019

introduction to the company
introduction to the service
Smartphone-based online delivery service oﬀering food delivery services, grocery shopping, ﬂowers,
medicine and parcel shipping service

diFFERENTiATiON

history
and vision
investment

- Advanced features such as, Real-time tracking, Geo-location, Multi-language, User friendly interface,
built in live chat (top-notch customer service), Allows user to place multi-order at once.
- We are now working with certiﬁed nutritionists to provide nutrition detail for our customers ( Calories,
gluten free ...etc)
- Our branding is very outstanding

intellectual
property and
awards

One of the leading multi service on-demand delivery platform

The company has not been funded before however, the company is now looking to raise fund in order to
develop the other 4 services, B2B business model, operations in other cities and marketing expenses

The winner of LAO ICT award 2019

- We have subscription fee model (very rare for this industry)
- We also have a loyalty programme for our customers to collect some points and earn some rewards
- with the launch of B2B model in the next few months, we wil have our own ecosystem within this
industry (Attached in presentation)
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mALAySiA

market analysis
and target
customers

delyva (Early Risers Pte Ltd)

ESTABLiShmENT
2016

AddRESS
F-11-19, Level 11, Block F,
Paciﬁc Place Business Centre,
4, Jalan A, Ara Damansara,
47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor,
MALAYSIA

mEmBERS
14

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
hANiF WAhid_CEO
Establishment of
MatDespatch, Delyva.
TM Ltd

62.30%

iNVESTORS

37.70%

stores, marketplaces, social media, and oﬄine stores. Fulﬁlling orders from multiple sales channels is
a challenge. As for the courier industry, over-competition, price wars, and very thin margins; industry
industry, the environment and the community.

marketing
plan

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
FOUNdERS

To stay relevant, e-commerce businesses need to sell in multiple sales channels from own online

players should embrace new economy, sharing of resources and digitalization for the benefits of the

Seamless & Accessible Commerce

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

Growing e-commerce industry around the world drives the growth of couriers and logistics industry.

courier companies.

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2019

RII Holdings
Pte Ltd & Angels

Pre-Series A

SUhAimi AmiR_CTO
TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy

hERREy BAdRUN_CSO

REVENUE 2016

businesses mainly through social media marketing, search engine marketing, and content marketing.
For B2B segment, we market our services directly to medium-to-large e-commerce businesses and

yEAR

MYEG

Delyva mainly serves the B2C segment in which we acquire individuals, micro-entrepreneurs and small

Business
model

Delyva sells delivery services to businesses via delyva.com. Courier and delivery services provided by
courier companies and crowdsourced riders and drivers, where we take 5%-25% margin for every
delivery. Businesses can also opt for other add-ons such as insurance services, SMS notiﬁcations services,
and SMS and E-mail marketing services.

USD366K
USD 21K

Toyota, CEVA Logistics

REVENUE 2017

USD 55K

hERREy BAdRUN_CMO

REVENUE 2018

USD 550K

We also help B40 group of riders and drivers to earn income by doing deliveries for the courier
companies.

EasyStore

For courier companies that have diﬃculties in digitalizing their business, we provide them with DelyvaX,
our next generation courier operating system.

introduction to the service
Delyva is an all-in-one delivery platform to help businesses to save time and money on delivery powered by our
e-logistics platform, partnerships with third-party couriers and more than 3,000 B40 crowdsourced riders and drivers.

Launching
schedule

operating system. This will enable us to add more values to our customers and diﬀerentiate ourselves

rates with our instant quotation, top-up as low as MYR 10 or plug in their credit card for auto-debit, book for a

from competitors. The solution will also enable us to help other courier companies in Malaysia and

courier of choice or import from their e-commerce stores, print labels and their receivers will be automatically

around the world to digitalize their business, providing better user experiences and operational

notiﬁed of their shipments via email, SMS and push notiﬁcations. Businesses can also do re-marketing, to

excellence, and get ready to embrace the Industrial Revolution 4.0.

reach out to their contacts through our platform.
more time and money growing their business.

Diﬀerentiation

We are more than just an aggregator or marketplace for couriers. We enable businesses to fulﬁll their

introduction to the company

customers’ orders from multiple sales channels in one single platform with multiple couriers choices.
While acting as a sales channel for the couriers, we also add value by connecting the courier companies
with the crowdsourced riders and drivers to do delivery in some areas, helping the couriers to cope with
unpredictable shipments volume.

delivery solution to micro-entrepreneurs and businesses in Malaysia.
We will launch Delyva 2.0 in January 2020, powered by our DelyvaX, the next generation courier

To start delivering with Delyva is super easy, businesses can easily sign up on our website, delyva.com, check

With Delyva, businesses can save a lot of money and time in fulﬁlling their customers’ orders so they can focus

We have launched and have been operating since 2015, providing on-demand delivery and all-in-one

history and
vision

The business started with ‘MatDespatch’ brand, as a special project under Flairwork Technologies Pte
Ltd in October 2015. MatDespatch enables urgent deliveries within the area of Klang Valley. After some
traction, we incorporated the company Early Risers Sdn Bhd to operates and grow MatDespatch business.
Since then, the core business of the company has evolved and we launched Delyva in January 2019, an
all-in-one shipping platform to help businesses of all sizes save time and money on delivery.

investment
intellectual
property and
awards

RII Holdings Pte Ltd and 2 other angels invested in our company in 2019. The funds are used for
marketing, RnD, and working capital for credit customers.
MatDespatch is one of the Malaysia Country Finalist for the ASEAN Rice Bowl Startup Awards 2018 in the
category of Best Logistic & Supply Chain Startup.
Delyva is one of the Malaysia Country Finalist for the ASEAN Rice Bowl Startup Awards 2019 in the
category of Best E-Commerce & Supply Chain Startup.
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myANmAR

myANmAR hANd iN hANd
MARKETING SERVICES CO., LTD.

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2016. 2

AddRESS
201, A-5
Kabaraye Pagoda Road,
Mayangone Tsp.,

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
AyE myAT myAT ThU_MD
Founder of MHIH
Experience 15 years

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
md

50%

diRECTOR

50%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2016.2

SELF

USD30000

market analysis
and target
customers

Myanmar is in its early stage of ecommerce and digital economy. There are bunches of potentials in this
virgin market.
- Marketing and Customer Solutions in this era needs to be equipped with ICT to be in line with Global
market time to time.
- Our target customers are Retailers, Distributors and even Consumers around Myanmar.

KhiN KhiN AyE_DIRECTOR
mO mO KO_CFO

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy

Yangon, Myanmar

mEmBERS

- Nevertheless, our 1st phase will be targeting to the Urbanization.

KRW780MIL

REVENUE 2017

USD1MIL

REVENUE 2018

USD1.2MIL

Staﬀ 60

marketing
plan

Acquire ICT support and refer to the Success Stories from other countries in order to develop the
unleashing Mobile App for the customer convenience. Promote the Installation and Utilization of the
App. Start on Major Cities in the very 1st year of launching. After reviewing and upgrading, we will
expand our service to other cities in the upcoming years.

-

Logistics, Distribution, Payment Collection & Digital Marketing Clients includes CocaCola, Samsung, Telenor and many MNCs

-

Providing One-stop service for Retail, Distribution and Marketing

-

Planning to combine existing services into ecommerce, digitalization and ICT based retail solution

Business
model

Digital Marketing Services � Cash Collection Service from Retailers through online payment platform
- Delivery App; whenever a customer orders a specific item from the Application, The delivery
information will be sent to the delivery boy along with their orders and then it reaches the customer
place.

introduction to the service
What is
iCT based retail
solution?

Myanmar is in its early stage of ecommerce and digital economy. There are bunches of potentials in this

Launching
schedule

- At the beginning of 2020, we would have to be ready to provide above mentioned services.

virgin market. Marketing and Customer Solutions in this era needs to be equipped with ICT to be in line
with Global market time to time.
Our target customers are Retailers, Distributors and even Consumers around Myanmar. Nevertheless,
our 1st phase will be targeting to the Urbanization. We will acquire ICT support and refer to the
Success Stories from other countries in order to develop the
convenience. Promote the Installation and

introduction to the company

unleashing Mobile App for the customer

Utilization of the App.

Start on Major Cities in the very 1st year of launching. After reviewing and upgrading, we will expand

history and
vision

our service to other cities in the upcoming years.
We are now looking for the Technical partner for ICT solutions right now.
At the beginning of 2020, we would have to be ready to provide above mentioned services.
The key differentiation is for receiving consumer orders through Mobile App and for building up a
payment platform to collect cash from Retailers and Distributors.

76

Now looking for the Technical partner for ICT solutions right now.

investment
intellectual
property and
awards

Started since 2016 February. Using Bottle Operating System (BOS) software for managing Logistics system
into the retail market. To expand our services for One stop solution approach. Our vision is to be No.1
Logistics Service in Myanmar by 2025.
Our initial investment started with USD 30,000 in 2016. The company does not have the experience of
fund raising, but is looking to raise USD75,000 in addition in 2020.
IP Law is not applicable in Myanmar yet.
In terms of awards, we have never applied any award before.
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PhiLiPPiNES

Admov Transport Advertising
Advertising platform for transport providers

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2017. 3

AddRESS
Level 10-1 One Global
Place, 25th Street & 5th
Avenue, Bonifacio Global City,
Taguig City, 1634 Philippines

mEmBERS
5

-

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
ELLARd CAPiRAL_CHAIRMAN CEO

1 start-up exit, 1 failed
15 years software development
experience
Software Architect for TrendMicro
C.T.O. for CloudSwyft Global Systems

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
CEO ANd EmPLOyEES 80%
ANgEL iNVESTORS

miKO LUCENA_ANGEL INVESTOR
President Kaddish Advertising
16 yrs Advertising exp

FRANCO TUAZON_ANGEL INVESTOR

20%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2017.10

Angel

$300k

market analysis
and target
customers

In the Philippines, brands and companies in the out-of-home advertising industry spend $320M every
year to promote their products and services. We are creating a new sub-category under out-of-home
where we target at least 5% of the total advertising budget to be used in this new sub-category. Brands
and companies who promote their services in this category include FMCG companies like Unilever and
Procter and Gamble, beverage companies like Coca Cola and Pepsi Co. Other industries include telecoms,

REVENUE 2017

$6,000

REVENUE 2018

$280,000

REVENUE 2019

$200,000

National Sales Manager of
Johnson and Johnson

16 yrs Retail and FMCG exp

hotels, retail stores, e-commerce, mobile apps, internet services, games, movie and tv show studios

marketing
plan

-

Looking to advance into other transport mediums like Buses, Trains, Taxi

includes our platform in helping achieve their marketing goals
interested advertisers when they search online for new and innovative advertising platforms that can

Lalamove, and more
Media agency clients include Zenith Optimedia, Carat, Mindshare, GroupM, McCann Worldgroup, Starcom, OMD, Publicis

in this category. Our sales team work closely with these media agencies to create a marketing plan that
Our marketing team invests in our digital footprint to generate good SEO ranking and capture the

Direct Clients include Unilever, Wyeth Nutrition, Abbot, Coca Cola, Globe Telecoms, NowCorporation, Mastercard, FWD Insurance, Eatigo,

-

We work with the diﬀerent media agencies who handle the companies and industries that advertise

help promote their brands and services.
The team participates actively in conferences and events to showcase the platform and provide first
hand experience of how the system generates the age and gender estimation for the audience-based
advertisement targeting

introduction to the service
What is Admov
Transport
Advertising
Platform?

AdMov is a smart advertising platform and solution that employs the use of Artiﬁcial Intelligence-enabled

Business
model

advertisement to their target audience. Usual budget of an advertiser is $6,000 up to $40,000 per month
pay $30 up to $50 per vehicle that they register in the platform.

captures facial and visual data of passengers via the camera of the devices mounted inside the vehicles
which accurately identify each passenger’s gender, age, and location to generate and deliver personalized

The platform also provides several engagement mechanisms to measure success of advertising

When advertisers are interested in promoting their products and services, they pay $0.032 per play of their
For our licensing model to enable other transport providers to have their own advertising business, they

Facial Detection. Designed to be used in transport vehicles like Ride-Sharing services, Taxi, Bus. AdMov

advertising content, raising eﬀectiveness and cost-eﬃciency of advertising campaigns

The company has 2 sources of revenue. In the Manila Philippines, we also operate the advertising business.

Launching
schedule

AdMov oﬃcially launched last Nov 15, 2017 with initially 100 vehicles and has continuously expanded
the ﬂeet to 1,000 vehicles up to date. We have also launched our platform licensing service last Sept 2019
with an initial customer in Johannesburg.

campaigns. Campaigns of clients can be divided into 4 diﬀerent categories:
-

Awareness – Goal of campaigns is to maximize the time that passengers are in front of the screens to
showcase and promote their products and services through explainer videos or commercials

-

Sales Conversion – Campaigns aim to generate sales in retail stores, restaurants, e-commerce sites,
and apps by using unique trackable voucher codes and discount coupons

-

introduction to the company

Lead Generation – Passengers can sign-up in the tablets to get more information about the product,

history and
vision

request a quotation, or subscribe to the service by ﬁlling up basic information like Name, Email or
Mobile Number
-

investment

audience-based targeting last November 2017. Our vision is to become the advertising platform of all
transportation vehicles
The company has raised $300k from strategic angel investors. To launch and start our operations in the
Philippines. We are planning to raise $1.5M to be used for our regional expansion to reach the diﬀerent
transport providers and create this whole category in south east Asia and globally later on

Market Research – Clients get insights about their products or behaviors of the audience through
targeted surveys (age, gender, Location, time) that passengers answer in the tablets

intellectual
property and
awards
78

AdMov was founded last March 2017 and has released our facial detection artificial intelligence for

2018. 09. Seedstars Manila ﬁrst runner up
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SiNgAPORE

market analysis
and target
customers

EmATiC SOLUTiONS

marketing
plan

We use advance technology as tools and services to help optimize all aspects of a company’s
digital ecosystem to generate and increase in profit to provide maximum return.

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2015

AddRESS
20A, Cuppage Road,
#02-00 Cuppage,229456,

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
PAUL TENNEy_CEO
15+ years implementing
email marketing programs
for top brands like eBay,
Hewlett-Packard and
Expedia.

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
CEO ANd EmPLOyEES 30.89%
ANgEL iNVESTORS

69.11%

Launching
schedule

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2015
2016/7
2018

Seed Round
Bridge Round
Series A Round

USD2.0M
USD4.8M
USD3.6M

Business
model

As long as there is a market for online presence, that will be our target customers. Our target customers
can vary from beauty and cosmetics, to food and beverages, to many other more as long as they require
an online presence. This proves an almost unlimited amount of target customers for Ematic Solutions as
businesses will continuously aim to improve their online presence.
We acquire and sell directly to our target customers

Ematic Solutions has already been in business since 2015, and has customers throughout the APAC
region

As a one-stop digital marketing solution our business model focuses on using tech solutions powered by
artiﬁcial Intelligence to help solve our clients’ problems:
1) Marketing Platform - An integrated platform for clients which provides data migration services to retain existing
database to provide maximum ROI and also providing data management to provide insight for quick and precise
business decisions. Provide platform buying expertise to help clients get a best-ﬁt platform for their business.

Singapore.

JELENKO SOBOT_CTO

TOTAL ShAREhOLdERS’ EQUiTy

mEmBERS

mARKO mARTiNiS_COO

REVENUE 2016

USD2.0M

REVENUE 2017

USD4.8M

optimization for relevant databasing. Retry-IQ, which provides retargeting of database to help client turn

REVENUE 2018

USD5.1M

purchase intent into revenue seamlessly while improving LTV. CRM setup to improve clients communications

165

SimON WONg_CFO

USD10.2M

2) Email Marketing - Provides products such as Hi-IQ, which focuses on providing maximum email marketing

with customers to improve our clients performance, Strategy & Planning by providing relevant content and
creatives to spark clients’ customers’ interest.
3) Digital Performance Marketing - Providing a cross channel marketing to help clients’ attain more exposure.

introduction to the service

Our clients will also get options for diﬀerent distribution channel model to help get maximum return alongside
with A/B testing to improve conversion rates. We also provide high level strategy and planning for our clients
to ensure maximum efficiency in the campaign and also providing exciting creative and content to attract

Ematic Solutions provides a 360 strategy optimization to help improve our client’s marketing

customers for our clients

performance. We provided strategy and planning as the first stage to help our client to meet their

4) Website CRO& Development - Providing Bye-IQ, which help customers to get more subscribers by providing

business objectives and goals by deﬁning the best platform suitable for the business and set a long-term

incredible overlays. Web development services to help clients to have clearer insights by improving UX/UI to

strategy while avoiding high cost and leveraging on the platform which eventually leads to all company

ensure a seamless browsing. Additionally strategize to improve SEO to help get maximum exposure online.

aim which is to maximize ROI and Growth with a minimum amount of eﬀort spend.

Diﬀerentiation

5) Social Media Marketing -Providing proper strategy and consultation to maximum campaign execution to
improve ROI. Fresh ideas will also be contributed to keep clients constantly engaged with their customers. Assistance

Ematic Solutions is a one-stop solution for our customer’s marketing needs as compared to other players

in providing creative contents such as video contents and write-up to build online presence for our clients.

in the ﬁeld as we are providing not only email marketing solutions but also providing a full ﬂedge service
which gives customers a whole marketing experience. We are a tech-enabled marketing company
instead of just an email service provider

introduction to the company
history and
vision

Ematic Solutions was oﬃcially founded by Paul Tenney in 2012 in Singapore. Our vision is using AI to
change the way businesses connect with customers which will eventually help dramatically improve
email marketing outcomes and also help companies optimize their campaigns to ﬁt their customer’s
unique habits, preferences and interests. Hiring a team of data scientists is not only expensive but also
requires a massive amount of manual work. We help automate the process and help improve the
performance of email marketing.

investment
intellectual
property and
awards

80

Ematic Solutions has gone through three rounds of funding: Seed Round, Bridge Round (Pre-Series A)
and Series A, for a total of USD10.4 million.

All Ematic Solutions products such as Hi-IQ, Bye-IQ and Retry-IQ, as well as services, are Intellectual
Property that is wholly owned by Ematic Solutions.
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ThAiLANd

market analysis
and target
customers

GOLFDIGG CO., LTD.

Our launch market in Thailand consists of 250 golf courses with 600,000 local Thai golfers, 100,000 expats
and 750,000 inbound golf tourists. This target group also tends to spend much more than the average
consumer, we currently have a retention rate of 60% for each new customer within the ﬁrst year and a
CAC of $24 and LTV of $525 for each paying customer.
Our paying customer segment consists of 48% Thai, 42% expats (mostly Koreans and Japanese) and 10%

Gateway to Southeast Asia for Everything Golf

are inbound tourists (Korea, Japan, Singapore etc.). Actually our no.1 customer is a Korean expat who has
booked with us since 2015 in total for over 28,000 USD, which means he’s one of our BLACK MEMBER’s,
the top tier of our loyalty program with currently an annual average expenditure of $4,500/member.

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

We are currently planning to expand to Vietnam with its 100 golf courses, the reason being that Koreans
are one of our top customer segments, and while there are 250,000 Korean golf tourists coming to

ESTABLiShmENT
2013. 8

AddRESS
5 Soi Ari 4, Phaholyothin,
Phaya Thai, Bangkok, Thailand

mEmBERS
23

ThERA SiRiChAROEN_CEO
5 previous Startups
Bangkok App Co.Ltd
AIS PLC

CEO AND 4 CO-FOUNDERS 75%
iNTOUCh hOLdiNgS PLC 25%

WiChARTBhOL
SURAPOLBhiChET_CPO

Bangkok App Co.Ltd
AIS PLC

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2015.10
2018.07

Intouch H PLC
Intouch H PLC

Pre-S A
2nd R

REVENUE 2018

USD 1.2MIL

REVENUE 2019Q1Q2

USD 1.1MIL

targeting this market segment as well.

marketing
plan

Business
model

white-label online golf booking service for golf courses to use on their website.

targeting B2C directly but also plan to appeal to the B2B segment such as the golf tour agencies by

Our main business model are commission fees (10-20%) for each transaction, whether they are green fee
or golf cart booking, tournament tickets or leisure activities and services such as massage, golf coaching,
rentals and transportation and much more. We also provide a white-label booking platform for golf courses
to use on their websites, as well as an ERP system for time slot inventory management which we are
currently providing for free but plan to add additional paid features.

fee’s, golf cart fee’s and sales of miscellaneous tournament tickets, merchandise and other leisure
inventory together with analytical systems which assists our partners in generating sales, as well as a

companies with access to create awareness among the Korean golfer segment. We are also not just

Thailand and Vietnam for agency pricing with bulk discounts.

Golfdigg is an online golf booking platform on APP and WEB, capable of booking and payment of green
activities. We also provide an ERP system for golf courses and partners to manage their bookings and

To target the Korean outbound golf tourists, we’ve been in talks with some Korean sports & media

providing a simple web booking platform where they can get instant access to the best golf courses in

BhURiCh AKSORNTUB_CGO
Sub-Committee Thai Golf
Course Association

introduction to the service
What is
golfdigg?

Thailand every year, there’s about 300,000 Korean golf tourists going to Vietnam and we’d like to start

Launching
schedule

We are currently the no.1 online golf booking platform in Thailand, and have plans for a soft-launch
with Danang golf courses by Q4 2019, eventually expanding to cover the whole of Vietnam through our
partnership with a Vietnamese travel company. After westart to oﬀer Vietnamese golf courses, we plan to
expand to South Korea in Q2 2020, then Malaysia Q4 2020 which has the most golf courses after Thailand

Golfdigg is currently partnered with 150 Golf Courses in over 40 cities all across Thailand as well asmany

in SEA region and after that Taiwan.

Corporate Partners in Banking, Telcom, Retail, Health, F&B and much more, but our vision is to be the
Gateway to Asia for everything golf, which is why we’re unique in providing both B2Cand B2B businesses (i.e.
selling to Golf Tour Agencies) and also assists our all our partners with marketing to our user base of HNWI.
Essentially we are connecting all the stakeholders in the golf industry through our online platform
which was developed internally, is cloud-based, scalable and capable of supporting multiple languages,

introduction to the company

currencies and bookings to several countries.
We have also created an online media channel, Golfdigg Today, as well as have been the sole ticketing
partner and social media content partner for Honda LPGA Thailand 2018, 2019 & 2020, the most
prestigious golf tournament in Thailand, organized by IMG as well as many other events.

history and
vision

Golfdigg was founded in 2013 when the software company Bangkok App Co.,Ltd. joined hands
with Bhurich Aksorntub, who is currently a member of the Sub-Committee of the Thai Golf Course
Association. Together they spearheaded the initiative to revolutionize the Thai golf industry by creating
an online golf booking solution to alleviate booking frustration among golfers, especially the expat
segment. After a few years their vision has changed and with their strong IT background they aim to
create a scalable cloud platform with which to expand regionally in order to become the Gateway to Asia
for everything golf.

investment

The company raised a Pre-Series A round of $700,000 from Invent, the venture capital arm of Intouch
Holdings PLC which owns Advanced Info Service PLC, the biggest telcom in Thailand with over 30
million subscribers. They raised an additional bridge round of $580,000 by the same company in 2018
and are now looking for a $1.5-2 million round in order to expand to SEA and Korea.

intellectual
property and
awards
82

Golfdigg has won AIS the StartUp 2014 competition in the Online & Digital category, the Thailand ICT
Awards 2014 in Tourism & Hospitality category, as well as received Judge's Award and Most Popular
Award at Echelon Thailand Satellite Bangkok 2014 and Bronze Award from AICTA 2014, and recently the
winner of MIST 2019 in Travel Tech category.
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ViETNAm

MULTIVIETNAM CO., Jsc
Connecting the world

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON
ESTABLiShmENT
2017. 1

AddRESS
No 19, 133 alley, Thai
Ha street, Trung Liet
ward, Dong Da district,
Hanoi, Vietnam

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE
LE hOANg ANh_CEO
Establishment of
MultiVietnam

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE
CEO ANd CCO

80%

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

LOTUS imPACT iNVESTOR 20%

2019.5

Lotus Impact

Seed

Development 05 years

With version 1 & 2, our target customers are people with mobility disability. There are 3,6 million
disabled people in Vietnamese market, and global market cost 8 billion USD.
With version 3, our targets customers are drivers, transportation companies. There are 3,3 million cars
in circulation in Vietnamese market and global market cost 40 billion USD.

of Artiﬁcial Intelligence

LE ANh TiEN_CTO
05 of Big Data

mEmBERS

KhUAT mAi NgAN_CCO

8

10 years Sales

REVENUE 2017

$175,000

REVENUE 2018

$315,000

REVENUE 2019E

-

A company specializes in reseaching and manufacturing technology devices by application of AI, IoT

-

Smart communication device including 3 main technology platforms: AI, IoT, Iris

-

Allowing businesses to super-vise drivers, warn drivers against dozing oﬀ, reducing traﬃc accidents

$1,645,000

introduction to the service
So,
what is the
multiglass

market analysis
and target
customers

Support the disabilities can use computers easier. Besides, it also features anti-drowsy driving. Through
the gestures of users, the glass can control the computer mouse with version 1. They can title their head in
the directions to control the mouse and link their eyes to click the mouse. Version 2 helps users to control

marketing
plan

reduces the traﬃc accident rate caused by drowsiness but also bring happiness and convenience for drivers.

Business
model

we create community for disabled people. We have partners are organizations of the handicapped and

Launching
schedule

history and
vision
investment

Not only helps to solve social problems – accidents, but it also has entertainment feature for drivers to relax
such as: listening to music, audio books,…
-For transportation company use: the glasses can connect to the company server, so the manager can check
his/her employees status.

people who don’t usually have or have few need for high-tech products. With version 3, we approach

Having been Research and development since 2016, we have already released product 1&2. Product 3 is
expected launch in 2020.

Vision to become market leader that specializes in producing technological devices create value and
great impact for society. Furthermore, we believe that Multiglass can dominate the smart glasses market
that controls technology devices in Vietnam.
In the first period of development, the company received $15,000 fund from IPP. The company was
successful to raise fund at seeding round with $300,000 for 20% stock from Lotus Impact (Vietnamese
We are looking to raise $500,000 for 10% at pre-series A for product research and market expansion in
global market.

time for driver and will have week summary as well as suggestion about driver's health.

with some centres, companies that hire disabled people after being trained.

With version 1 & 2, Multiglass is a product line for special need customers which are the handicapped,

fund) in 2019 and $5000 crowdfunding.

With version 3; for drivers: we build an app that connect to the driver's glasses. It can suggest the break

development such as management skills, communication skills, and so on. Moreover, we create partnerships

Our business model is B2B and B2B2C

introduction to the company

create classes, courses which help them to improve their skills as well as increase their job opportunities.

We and our partners who are NGOs as well as charity organizations open classes about technology, self -

needs, it is difficult for them to approach products, NGO or social organizations will be suitable to

transportation companies.

With version 1&2, compared to products for people with mobility disabilities in international market, we
have some advantages: Aﬀordable price (cheaper compared to other products); Easy to use. Moreover,

Product will be advertised through the support of NGOs website and page. For the people with special
advertise or distribute.

electrical equipment. For driver version, the device will alert drowsiness via the integrated speaker,
combined with entertainment features (listening to music, audio books, …), which create a product not only

Distributors/ Partners: Our distributors/partners help us to reach our customers faster and easier.

intellectual
property and
awards

2 domestic patent applied
Invited by UNDP Vietnam to present at conference ASEAN – China 2019
Winner of SURF 2019 in Danang City
Finalist of Viettel Track Solution 2019 in Cambodia
Champion of “Startupper of the year” 2018
Second prize of “National Business Start” 2017
Semi ﬁnalist at Viet Challenge 2017 in USA
Semi ﬁnalist at the Global Social Venture 2017 in Thailand
Listed in Vietnam Golden Book of Sciences and Technology 2016
Silver Medal Award at Mekong Business Challenge 2015
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ViETNAm

market analysis
and target
customers

Ship60

marketing
plan

Express Delivery Platform

COmPANy
iNFORmATiON

mANAgEmENT
PROFiLE

ESTABLiShmENT

hUy PhUNg_CEO

CO-FOUNdERS

75.5%

2016. 1

8+ years of experience
in enterprise due and
software development

iNVESTORS

24.5%

AddRESS
20a Tran Van Quang,

_PRODUCT DIRECTOR

city Vietnam

TMA Solutions, FPT Software

30

yEAR

iNVESTOR

AmOUNT

2016
2017
2016

VSVA
Angle, Founders
Angle

Seed
Seed
Seed

PhUONg TRAN

Tan Binh distct, Ho Chi Minh

mEmBERS

Business
model

iNVESTmENT hiSTORy /
FiNANCiAL PERFORmANCE

ShAREhOLdiNg
STRUCTURE

KhOA NgUyEN

_TECHNICAL MANAGER

REVENUE 2017

$80.904

REVENUE 2018

$112.566

Launching
schedule

First targets are the eCommerce logistic that will reach $1B by 2020. The platform plans to expand into
B2B and B2C and build value add service base on logistic platform.

Ship60 is focusing on B2B so we deﬁne 2 marketing strategies online and direct sales. Facebook, Linkedin
is a good marketing tool for us to introduce our service to the market

Providing last mile delivery service for eCommerce client and cooperate company.

Ship60 has competed the development of the core functions on 2015 and have been building the client
reference since. The company completed the development of all functions in its solution in 2016. Ship60
grow 552% in 2017, 167% in 2018 and plan to grow 465% in 2019

FPT Software, TMA Solutions

-

Clients inlcude top eCommerce such as Lazada, Sendo, Lotte, Adayroi

-

Use technology to optimize last mile delivery process

-

Aims to advance into reduce delivery time, real time tracking by using technology into logistic category

introduction to the service
What is
Ship60 Express
delivery Platform?

Ship60 is a last-mile logistics platform for e-commerce players and SMEs in Vietnam. We oﬀers on-demand
and instant solutiondelivery services; picks up products from both small outlets & large warehouses and
delivers to ﬁnal customers in as little as 2h to help remove customer paint point as below:
ㆍLogistic is the one of the factor dragging the rapid growth of eCommerce in Vietnam (a market with
USD $2.8B) due to cancellation during delivery.
ㆍ85% of eCommerce users choose cash on delivery (COD); High usage of COD leads to high order
cancellation due to low commitment.
ㆍAt present, it takes 2-3 days to deliver a parcel. Reducing delivery time to same day/within hours is

introduction to the company

every customer’s wish

Diﬀerentiation

In Vietnam, there are a lot of shipping provide but almost of them need 2-3 days for deliverying. In Ship60,
we use technology such as AI, Big data,… to optimize the

history and
vision
investment

Ship60 founded from 2017 and our vision is to become top on-demand logistics platform leveraging new
technologies to reduce transit time from 24 hours to within 6 & 2 hours

We receive the fundrasing from Vietnam Silicon Valley – the top accelerator in Vietnam and Mr.Han
Ngoc Vu – VIB Bank CEO. The fund helped us to build the foundation as well as completed the operations
to provide the service to biggest ecommerce in Vietnam an Asia

intellectual
property and
awards
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Vietnamese Talent Awards 2017
Top startup Lotte Award 2017
Global startup IN-N-OUT organized by Busan goverment
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